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BACKGROUND 

The U.S. Army does not currently use a physical employment test to assign 

Soldiers to a military occupational specialty (MOS). This can lead to situations in which 

the physical demands of the job exceed the physical capabilities of the Soldier, thus 

increasing risk of injury. The need for physical performance tests to predict 

performance in a particular MOS became evident when Mr. Leon Panetta, the former 

Secretary of Defense, recommended the services rescind the direct combat exclusion 

rule for women in order to eliminate sex-based barriers to service on January 23, 2013. 

As a result, the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) tasked the U.S. Army 

Research Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM) with developing valid, safe 

and legally defensible physical performance tests to predict the ability of Soldiers to 

perform the critical, physically demanding tasks of Combat Arms MOSs. 

In preparation for this work, TRADOC conducted a job analysis to identify the 

critical, physically demanding tasks for each of the seven Combat Arms MOSs. 

TRADOC tasked each of the proponent schools (Office of the Chief of Infantry, Field 

Artillery School, Armor School and Engineer School) with developing a list of the critical, 

physically demanding tasks for each MOS along with detailed conditions and standards 

of performance. This was an iterative process with oversight by TRADOC as well as 

input from experienced senior military and civilian leaders in each career field. 

Following receipt of the critical physically demanding task list from TRADOC and 

in response to the TRADOC tasking, USARIEM developed a plan to identify safe, 

legally defensible physical performance standards for the critical tasks performed by 
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Soldiers in seven Combat Arms MOSs (11 B Infantryman, 11 C Infantryman-Indirect Fire, 

128 Combat Engineer, 138 Cannon Crewmember, 13F Fire Support Specialist, 190 

Calvary Scout and 19K Armor Crewman). The overall project was composed of three 

separate studies. The objective of Study 1 was a thorough job analysis and included a 

widely distributed Job Analysis Questionnaire (JAQ), focus group interviews and 

physiological measurements of Soldiers performing the tasks. Based on this 

information, the most physically demanding critical tasks were identified and criterion 

measure task simulations were developed. The objective of Study 2 was to assess the 

test-retest reliability of the criterion measure task simulations. Study 3 was the 

validation phase in which Soldiers from each MOS performed the criterion measure task 

simulations, as well as field-expedient predictor tests to develop prediction equations to 

estimate performance on the task simulations. 

The purpose of this report is to summarize the focus group discussions that were 

conducted during the job analysis as part of Study 1 . The JAQ data and the 

physiological data collected during Studies 1 , 2 and 3 for each MOS or series of MOSs 

will be presented in separate technical reports. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) tasked the U.S. Army Research 

Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM) with developing valid, safe and legally 

defensible physical performance tests to predict the ability of Soldiers to perform the 

critical, physically demanding tasks of the seven Combat Arms military occupational 

specialties (MOSs). TRADOC used a scientifically valid procedure to identify 32 critical, 

physically demanding tasks for the MOSs. TRADOC then provided the task 

descriptions and standards to USARIEM (see Appendix B for greater detail). To ensure 

these standards were acceptable, accurate and complete, USARIEM conducted small 

focus group sessions with both junior and senior enlisted members from each Combat 

Arms MOS. The results of the focus group discussions are included in this report. 

Overall, the Soldiers present for each of the focus groups had experience completing 

the majority of the critical, physically demanding tasks identified by TRADOC. These 

results suggest that Soldiers currently serving in these MOSs perform most of these 

tasks either in training or while deployed, and therefore they are relevant to include as 

part of this project. The majority of Soldiers in each focus group agreed that the 

minimum acceptable standards for each task were reasonable, as written by TRADOC. 

The volunteers were also able to identify and describe additional physically demanding 

tasks that they perform regularly and believe should be considered when developing 

physical performance standards for each of their respective MOSs. Many of these 

tasks involved vehicle maintenance, such as changing tires and track on vehicles and 

carrying tools needed for equipment maintenance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Soldiers' occupational and combat-related duties often include physically 

demanding tasks, such as repetitive lifting, carrying heavy loads over long distances 

and quickly performing battlefield maneuvers (1 ). The efficiency, effectiveness and 

safety of Soldiers are all dependent upon their ability to meet the physical demands of 

their military occupational specialty (MOS). As such, Soldiers should be selected and 

trained for a MOS only after careful consideration of their physical ability to perform the 

critical tasks of the job. However, the U.S. Army does not currently select Soldiers for a 

MOS based on their physical capabilities. This is problematic because training recruits 

who do not have the physical potential to successfully perform the critical tasks of a 

MOS is a misuse of resources and may result in increased injury and disability rates, 

ultimately reducing military readiness. 

Physical employment test batteries have been developed by the Armed Forces of 

Canada (2), the United Kingdom (3) and Australia (4), using the methods of Payne and 

Harvey (5). Payne and Harvey's sequential research strategy to develop fitness-for

duty standards consists of: a) performing a job analysis to quantify the needs of the 

occupation; b) developing criterion measure tasks that simulate the critical tasks 

required of the job; c) establishing the reliability of the criterion measure tasks and 

predictor tests; d) collecting representative data on the criterion measure tasks; e) 

identifying minimal performance thresholds for the criterion measure tasks and predictor 

tests; and f) determining the prognostic accuracy of the predictor tests for predicting 

performance on the criterion measure tasks (5). 
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The first step in this process, conducting a job analysis, is critical to the success 

of the entire project. The Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) began the 

process using subject matter experts (SMEs) to identify the critical physically 

demanding tasks of each of the Combat Arms MOSs. This process was carefully 

conducted with scientific oversight and resulted in the identification of 32 tasks. More 

details of the TRADOC methodology can be found in Appendix D. Some tasks were 

common to multiple MOSs, while some were specific to a single MOS. The task list was 

distributed to high-ranking commanders and non-commissioned officers (NCOs) with 

recent combat experience to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the task list 

before it was provided to USARIEM. In order to further ensure that the critical tasks and 

standards were accurate and tasks had not been overlooked, focus groups were 

conducted by USARIEM. This technical report documents findings from the focus 

groups. 

PURPOSE 

Overall Purpose: To gain a thorough understanding of the physically demanding tasks 

of each of the seven Combat Arms MOSs by speaking directly with Soldiers currently 

serving in each MOS who have experience performing the identified tasks. 

Purpose 1: To determine the frequency at which Soldiers complete the physically 

demanding tasks of each Combat Arms MOS in both training and deployed 

environments. 

Purpose 2: To ensure that the minimum standards for each physically demanding task 

provided by TRADOC are reasonable as written. 
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Purpose 3: To identify any additional critical physically demanding tasks performed by 

Soldiers in each MOS. 
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METHODS 

The focus group interviews took place in August 2013 at Ft. Hood, Killeen, TX 

and consisted of two groups of five to nine volunteers per MOS. The first group was 

comprised of junior enlisted Soldiers (E1-E5) who typically perform the physically 

demanding tasks within the MOS. The second group consisted of senior enlisted (E6-

E7) who typically have experience performing and supervising the tasks in both training 

and deployed environments. 

Prior to the start of each focus group interview, the volunteers received an 

overview of the project and were notified that their input was critical to the success of 

the project. Those who chose to volunteer signed an informed consent document 

approved by the Institutional Review Board of USARIEM. Volunteers also completed a 

demographic questionnaire, which included their age, rank, time in the military service, 

deployment history, and number of times they have completed each task in both training 

and deployed environments during their military career (Appendix A). 

During the focus group interviews, two members of the research team provided 

volunteers with PowerPoint slides outlining the task, condition (i.e., uniform worn and 

equipment worn or carried) and standard of each of the physically demanding tasks 

both common to the Combat Arms MOSs (Appendix B) and specific to their MOS or 

MOS series (i.e., 11 series, 13 series, etc.) (Appendix C). These slides, which were 

produced by TRADOC, are described in detail in Appendix D. Volunteers in the focus 

groups were asked to review the outlines and determine: 1) whether or not each task 

was regularly performed by personnel within the MOS; 2) whether or not the 

descriptions and equipment lists were accurate; and 3) whether or not the minimum 
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standards for each task were reasonable. If they believed the description of the task 

was not accurate or reasonable, they were asked to provide study staff with additional 

information. After reviewing each task, volunteers were also asked to identify and 

describe any other physically demanding tasks that they typically perform that were not 

identified by the TRADOC SM Es. A third member of the study staff took detailed notes 

of the conversations using a laptop computer. 

Additionally, to ensure the information discussed was accurately documented, 

each focus group interview was video recorded. In order to maintain volunteer 

confidentiality, Soldiers were asked to remove the outer blouse of their uniform and 

patrol cap, which contained their name and rank, and were referred to by a name they 

selected (usually their first name only). Any volunteer who wished to be excluded from 

video recording was positioned out of the camera's view. 

Statistical Analysis 

From the questionnaire data, mean ± standard deviation (SD) were calculated for 

the amount of time volunteers in each focus group interview spent in the military (years), 

in their current MOS (years) and deployed (years). The amount of time (years) Soldiers 

spent in a training environment during their military career was calculated by subtracting 

their time spent deployed (years) from their total time in the military (years). For each 

MOS, independent samples t-tests were used to examine differences between the 

junior and senior enlisted Soldiers with respect to these demographics. 

The average number of times Soldiers annually completed each task specific to 

their MOS in training and deployed environments was calculated by dividing the total 

number of times during their military career they reported completing the task in each 
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environment by the number of years they spent in each environment, respectively. 

These variables were reported as mean ± SD as well as minimum and maximum 

values: 

Yearly task frequency during training= total career frequency during training+# of 

years in training 

Yearly task frequency during deployment= total career frequency during deployment+ 

# of years deployed 

Finally, the percentage of volunteers who completed each task in training and 

deployed environments as well as the percentage of volunteers who believed each task 

standard was reasonable was calculated. All statistical analyses were performed with 

Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft, Albuquerque, NM) and the Statistical Package for the 

Social Sciences (SPSS) Base 14.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) with p<0.05 

established as the level of statistical significance. 

RESULTS 

Infantryman (118) 

A total of 15 Soldiers participated in the Infantryman (11 B) focus group 

interviews. Of this sample, the 11 B junior enlisted focus group (n=8) consisted of three 

Privates First Class (PFC; E3) and five Specialists (SPC; E4), while the senior enlisted 

focus group (n=7) consisted of six Staff Sergeants (SSG; E6) and one Sergeant First 

Class (SFC; E7). The average(± SD) age (years), time in the military (years), time in 
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their current MOS (years) and total time spent deployed in their current MOS (years) for 

each focus group are shown in Table 1. On average, Soldiers in the senior enlisted 

focus group were older (29.0 ± 6.7 vs. 22.4 ± 1.8, p:=0.018) and had spent more time in 

the military (9.3 ± 3.9 vs. 2.4 ± 1.1, p<0.001 ), in their current MOS (9.3 ± 3.9 vs. 2.4 ± 

1.1, p<0.001 ), and deployed (2.7 ± 1.0 vs. 0.5 ± 0.5, p<0.001) than Soldiers in the junior 

enlisted focus group. Deployment locations for all Soldiers who took part in the 11 B 

focus groups included Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Jordan and Panama. 

Table 1. Infantryman {11 B) focus group volunteer demographics 

All Volunteers Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=7) 

Age, years 25.5 ± 5.7 22.4 ± 1.8 29.0 ± 6.7 

Time in Military, years 5.6 ± 4.4 2.4 ± 1.1 9.3 ± 3.9 

Time in MOS, years 5.6 ± 4.4 2.4 ± 1.1 9.3 ±3.9 

Time Deployed in MOS, years 1.5±1.4 0.5 ±0.5 2.7±1.0 

Data are presented as mean ± SD and were analyzed by independent samples t-test with 
p<0.05 considered statistically significant. *Junior enlisted significantly different from senior 
enlisted. 

The mean frequency for annual performance of each of the tasks specific to the 

11 B MOS (Tasks 9-12) and common to other Combat Arms MOSs (Tasks 1-8) in both 

training and deployed environments is presented in Table 2. The tasks most frequently 

performed in training environments reported by both junior and senior enlisted Soldiers 

include: 1) conduct a tactical movement (foot march); 2) move over, through or around 

obstacles (obstacles); and 3) move under direct fire (move under fire). Both groups of 

Soldiers reported both foot march and move over, through or around obstacles as the 

most frequently performed tasks in deployed environments. Soldiers in the junior 

enlisted focus group reported never performing the prepare a dismounted tube-

launched, optically-tracked, wire-guided (TOW) missile firing position task in both 
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training and deployed environments. Similarly, Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus 

group reported the prepare a dismounted TOW missile firing position task as being the 

least frequently performed task in both training and deployed environments. 

Table 2. The frequency with which volunteers in the 11 B MOS performed each of the critical tasks, in both training and 
d I d . ep aye environments. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=7) 

Training Deployed Training Deployed 
(# of times/year) (# of times/tour) (# of times/year) (#of times/tour) 

Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range 

1 : Foot March 25.7± 21.5 5-50 200.0 ± 173.0 100-400 16.4 ± 64.6 3-33 57.6 ± 64.6 15-200 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 1.4 ± 1.0 1-3 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 2.1 ± 1.2 1-3 2.7 ± 1.9 1-5 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 7.1 ±10.1 2-25 0.3 ±0.6 0-1 4.3 ± 3.4 1-10 0.7 ± 0.9 0-2 
--

4a: Casualty Drag 9.0 ± 9.1 0-25 0.4 ± 0.9 0-2 7.0 ± 6.6 1-17 1.0±1.2 0-3 

4b: BFV Casualty Evacuation 3.1±4.8 0-10 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 5.6 ± 4.4 1-13 0.8±1.3 0-3 

5: 25 mm Barrel Install 17.9 ± 25.0 0-50 0.2 ± 0.5 0-1 2.9 ±3.9 0-11 0.8 ± 1.6 0-4 

6: Feeder Assembly 16.8 ± 25.8 0-50 0.0 ±0.0 0-0 3.2 ±3.7 0-11 0.8±1.6 0-4 

7: Ammo Can Carry 14.5 ± 20.9 0-50 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 2.5 ±4.0 0-11 0.7±1.5 0-4 

8: Load TOW Missile 0.1±0.2 0-1 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 2.1±4.1 0-11 0.3 ± 0.9 0-2 

9: Obstacles 22.8 ± 24.9 2-50 80.0 ± 90.9 0-200 28.9 ± 36.1 6-100 16.2 ± 19.8 0-50 

10: Move Under Fire 22.9 ±20.3 1-50 0.0 ±0.0 0-0 21.9 ± 18.0 6-53 13.9 :t 16.5 0-46 

11: Prepare Dismounted TOW 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.4 ± 0.6 0-1 0.1±0.4 0-1 

12: Engage Targets with M2 1.5 ± 1.5 0-3 0.3 ± 0.5 0-1 6.2 ± 7.8 1-20 1.5 ± 2.6 0-7 

Table 3 lists the number of both junior and senior enlisted Soldiers in the focus 

groups who had experience performing the physically demanding tasks of the 11 B MOS 

in both training and deployed environments, as well as the number who believe each 

task standard is reasonable. All of the senior enlisted 11 B Soldiers agreed that Task 12 

is not a realistic task as written because they typically carry the .240 caliber weapon 

instead of the .50 caliber weapon. When they do carry the .50 caliber weapon, it is 
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usually disassembled. However, the volunteers did believe an 11 B should be able to 

carry both weapons in uniform. Soldiers in both focus groups identified moving over 

terrain at high altitudes, carrying a casualty on a litter and carrying a machine gun for 

long distances and/or long periods of time as additional physically demanding tasks of 

the 118 MOS. 

Table 3. Prevalence of volunteers in the 11 B MOS who performed each task in both deployed and 
training environments, and prevalence of those who believed the standard tor each task was reasonable 
as written. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=7) 

% Deployed at least once: 62.5 (5) % Deployed at least once: 100 (7) 

Task 
Deployed Training Reasonable Deployed Training Reasonable 

%(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) 

1 : Foot March 100.0 (5) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 0.0 (0) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 57.1 (4) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

3: Fill Sandbags 60.0 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 57.1 (4) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

3: Carry Sandbags 60.3 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 57.1 (4) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

4a: Casualty Drag 20.0 (1) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 71.4 (5) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

4b: BFV Casualty Evacuation 0.0 (0) 62.5 (5) 100.0 (8) 42.9 (3) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

5: 25 mm Barrel Install 20.0 (1) 62.5 (5) 100.0 (8) 28.6 (2) 85.7 (6) 100.0 (7) 

6: Feeder Assembly 0.0 (0) 50.0 (4) 100.0 (8) 28.6 (2) 85.7 (6) 100.0 (7) 

7: Ammo Can Carry 0.0 (0) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 28.6 (2) 57.1 (4) 100.0 (7) 

8: Load TOW Missile 0.0 (0) 25.0 (2) 100.0 (8) 14.3(1) 42.9 (3) 100.0 (7) 

9: Move through Obstacles 80.0 (4) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 85.7 (6) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

10: Move Under Fire 100.0 (5) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 85.7 (6) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

11: Prepare Dismounted TOW 20.0 (1) 25.0 (2) 100.0 (8) 14.3 (1) 28.6 (2) 85.7 (6) 

12: Engage Targets with M2 40.0 (2) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 71.4 (5) 100.0 (7) 0.0 (0) 
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Infantryman Indirect Fire (11C) 

A total of 13 Soldiers participated in the Infantryman Indirect Fire (11 C) focus 

group interviews. Of this sample, the 11 C junior enlisted focus group (n=8) consisted of 

two Privates (PVT2; E2), four PFCs, and two Sergeants (SGT; ES), while the senior 

enlisted focus group (n=5) consisted of four SSGs and one SFC. The mean age 

(years), time in the military (years), time in their current MOS (years) and total time 

spent deployed in their current MOS (years) for each focus group are displayed in Table 

4. On average, Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group were older (31.0 ± 6.1 vs. 

21.9 ± 2.5, p=0.018), had spent more time in the military (11.1 ± 5.0 vs. 2.8 ± 2.8, 

p=0.003), in their current MOS (11.1 ± 5.0 vs. 2.8 ± 2.8, p=0.003) and deployed (3.0 ± 

0.4 vs. 0.5 ± 1.0, p<0.001) than Soldiers in the junior enlisted focus group. Deployment 

locations for all Soldiers who took part in the 11 C focus groups included Iraq, 

Afghanistan, Kuwait, Egypt and Bosnia. 

Table 4. Infantryman-Indirect Fire (11 C) focus group volunteer demographics 

All Volunteers 

Age, years 25.4 ± 6.1 

Time in Military, years 6.0 ± 5.6 

Time in MOS, years 6.0 ± 5.6 

Time Deployed in MOS, years 1.5±1.5 

Junior Enlisted 
(E1-E5· n=8) 

21.9 ± 2.5 

2.8 ±2.8 

2.8 ±2.8 

0.5±1.0 

Senior Enlisted 
(E6-E7; n=5) 

31.0±6.1 

11.1 ± 5.0 

11.1 ± 5.0 

3.0 ± 0.4 

Data are presented as mean ± SD and were analyzed by independent samples t-test with 
p<0.05 considered statistically significant. *Junior enlisted significantly different from senior 
enlisted. 

Table 5 lists the mean number of times volunteers reported performing each of 

the tasks specific to the 11 CMOS (Tasks 9, 10, 13-16) and common to other Combat 

Arms MOSs (Tasks 1-4a) in both training and deployed environments each year. 

Soldiers in both 11 C focus groups reported completing each task at least once in both 
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training and deployed environments. The tasks most frequently performed in training 

and deployed environments reported by both groups of Soldiers include: 1) foot march; 

2) move over, through and around obstacles; 3) lay a 120 mm mortar-emplace base 

plate; 4) lay a 120 mm mortar-emplace cannon; 5) lay a 120 mm mortar for deflection 

and elevation (traverse a mortar); and 6) fire a mortar. 

Table 5. The frequency with which volunteers in the 11 C MOS performed each of the critical tasks, in both training and 
d I d . t eo1ove env1ronmen s. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
CE1-E5· n=Bl (E6-E7; n=5) 

Task Training Deployed Training Deployed 
(#of times/year) (# of times/tour) (# of times/year) (# of times/tour) 

Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range 

1 : Foot March 51.5 ± 42.3 3-100 48.6 ± 12.1 40-57 31.3 ± 34.5 9-83 156.6 ± 46.4 126-210 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 1.7±1.1 0-3 4.1±6.4 0-11 1.8±1.3 1-3 3.4 ± 6.5 0-15 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 3.5 ±3.2 0-8 25.4 ± 24.7 2-43 2.9 ± 1.1 2-4 2.4±1.8 0-5 

4a: Casualty Drag 13.1±17.1 0-40 16.3 ± 17.4 4-29 6.0 ± 3.1 4-10 20.5 ±34.2 1-60 

9: Move through Obstacles 12.1±10.2 1-29 44.9 ± 57.8 4-86 50.7 ±43.0 3-87 36.9 ± 30.8 4-63 

10: Move Under Fire 21.0 ± 20.2 0-50 19.2 ± 32.9 0-57 11.1 ± 13.5 2-21 39.9 ±62.7 0-150 

13: Emplace Base Plate 44.1±38.8 2-100 85.7±121.2 0-171 8.0 ± 7.2 2-16 36.3 ±43.7 0-95 

14: Emplace Cannon 44.9 ±37.8 8-100 91.7±112.7 12-171 8.2 ± 3.1 6-10 131.8±109.1 6-200 

15: Traverse a Mortar 74.7 ± 52.3 10-154 56.0 ± 62.2 12-100 13.3 ± 10.4 6-21 115.5 ± 129.8 6-253 

16: Fire a Mortar 199.0 ± 316.0 20-900 306.0 ± 376.0 40-571 94.7 ± 57.5 35-160 740.0 ± 756.0 63-1556 

Table 6 lists the number of volunteers who had experience performing the 

physically demanding tasks of the 11 C MOS in both training and deployed 

environments, as well as the number who believed each task standard was reasonable. 
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All Soldiers in each of the 11 C focus groups believed the minimum standards for each 

task were reasonable as written. Additional physically demanding tasks identified by 

these Soldiers include moving/breaking rounds for the mortar and completing a 24 km 

foot march carrying the 81 mm mortar. 

Table 6. Prevalence of volunteers in the 11 C MOS who performed each task in both deployed and training 
environments and prevalence of those who believed the standard for each task was reasonable as written. 

Task 

1 : Foot March 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 

3: Fill Sandbags 

3: Carry Sandbags 

4a: Casualty Drag 

9: Move through 
Obstacles 

10: Move Under Fire 

13: Emplace Base Plate 

14: Emplace Cannon 

15: Traverse a Mortar 

16: Fire a Mortar 

Junior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) 

% Deployed at least once: 37.5 (3) 

Deployed Training Reasonable 

%(n) %(n) %(n) 

100.0 (3) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

66.7 (2) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

100.0 (3) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

100.0 (3) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

100.0 (3) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

100.0 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

66.7 (2) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 

66.7 (2) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

100.0 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

100.0 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

100.0 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 
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Senior Enlisted 
(E6-E7; n=5) 

% Deployed at least once: 100 (5) 

Deployed Training Reasonable 

%(n) %(n) %(n) 

100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

80.0 (4) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

80.0 (4) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

80.0 (4) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

60.0 (3) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

80.0 (4) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

80.0 (4) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 

100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 100.0 (5) 



Combat Engineer (128) 

-A total of 17 Soldiers participated in the Combat Engineer (128) focus group 

interviews. Of this sample, the 128 junior enlisted focus group (n=9) consisted of two 

PFCs, five SPCs, and two SGTs, while the senior enlisted focus group (n=8) consisted 

of five SSGs and three SFCs. The mean age (years), time in the military (years), time 

in their current MOS (years) and total time spent deployed in their current MOS (years) 

for each focus group are reported in Table 7. Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group 

were older (32.0 ± 3.5 vs. 24.6 ± 2.8, p<0.001) and had spent more time in the military 

(11.7 ± 2.8 vs. 4.3 ± 3.0, p<0.001 ), in their current MOS (11.2 ± 3.3 vs. 3.8 ± 2.9, 

p<0.001) and deployed (3.2 ± 0.7 vs. 0.8 ± 0.5, p<0.001) than Soldiers in the junior 

enlisted focus group. Deployment locations for all Soldiers who took part in the 11 C 

focus groups included Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Kosovo, Korea and Bosnia. 

Table 7. Combat Engineer (128) focus group volunteer demographics 

All Volunteers Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
CE1-E5; n=9) CE6-E7· n=B) 

Age, (years) 28.1±4.9 24.6 ±2.8 32.0 ± 3.5 

Time in Military, (years) 7.8 ± 4.7 4.3 ±3.0 11.7 ± 2.8 

Time in MOS, (years) 7.3 ±4.8 3.8 ±2.9 11.2 ± 3.3 

Time Deployed in MOS, (years) 1.9±1.4 0.8 ± 0.5 3.2 ± 0.7 

Data are presented as mean± SD and were analyzed by independent samples t-test with 
p<O. 05 considered statistically significant. *Junior enlisted significantly different from senior 
enlisted. 

The mean annual frequency for performance of each of the tasks specific to the 

128 MOS (Tasks 27-31) and common to other Combat Arms MOSs (Tasks 1-7) in both 

training and deployed environments are reported in Table 8. The tasks reported by 

junior enlisted 128 volunteers as most frequently performed in training environments 

included: 1) foot march; 2) remove the feeder assembly; and 3) loading 25 mm HEl-T 
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ammunition cans on a Bradley Fighting Vehicle (BFV; ammo can carry). Soldiers in the 

senior enlisted 12B focus group reported the tasks most frequently performed in training 

environments as: 1) foot march; 2) fill and carry sandbags; 3) drag a casualty to 

immediate safety (casualty drag); and 4) carry and emplace H6 401b cratering charges. 

Soldiers in both the junior and senior enlisted 12B focus groups reported that the foot 

march was the most frequently performed task in deployed environments. Soldiers in 

both focus groups reported that they either did not perform or infrequently performed the 

following tasks in both training and deployed environments: 1) carry/employ the anti

personnel obstacle breaching system (APOBS); 2) assist in the construction of a Bailey 

bridge; and 3) load/install a Volcano. 
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Table 8. The frequency with which volunteers in the 128 MOS performed each of the critical tasks, in both training and 
d I d . t epove env1ronmen s. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; ·n=9) (E6-E7; n=B) 

Task Training Deployed Training Deployed 
(# of times/year) (# of times/tour) (#of times/year) (# of times/tour) 

Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range 

1: Foot March 14.7 ± 18.4 2-50 78.4 ± 137.0 4-365 6.5 ± 5.3 0-17 17.0 ± 16.6 0-40 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 1.6±1.2 0-4 0.1±0.3 0-1 0.7 ± 0.5 0-2 0.3 ± 0.4 0-1 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 4.0 ±3.0 1-8 3.1 ±3.8 0-10 2.8 ±2.5 0-7 2.9 ± 4.9 0-14 

4a: Casualty Drag 3.1±2.9 1-8 0.3 ± 0.8 0-2 2.5±1.7 0-5 0.7 ± 0.9 0-3 

4b: BFV Casualty Evacuation 1.5±1.1 0-3 0.4 ± 0.8 0-2 2.1±1.7 1-5 0.6 ± 0.9 0-3 

-· 
5: 25mm Barrel Install 4.6 ± 3.7 1-11 1.0 ± 2.2 0-5 2.0 ± 1.4 0-4 2.7 ± 2.8 0-8 

6: Feeder Assembly 10.7 ± 16.3 1-50 2.0 ±4.0 0-10 2.0±1.4 0-4 2.7 ±2.8 0-8 

7: Ammo Can Carry 14.0 ± 20.6 0-50 1.7 ± 4.1 0-10 1.7±1.4 0-4 2.2 ± 2.8 0-8 

27: Carry/Emplace APOBS 0.4 ± 1.0 0-3 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.1 ± 0.1 0-0.3 0.1 ± 0.1 0-0.3 

28: Cratering Charges 1.2 ± 1.1 0-3 0.7±1.2 0-3 2.6±1.7 1-5 1.2 ± 1.4 0-4 

29: Carry/Emplace MOPMS 1.4 ± 2.2 0-5 1.1 ± 2.6 0-7 0.3 ± 0.3 0-1 0.2 ± 0.4 0-1 

30: Bailey Bridge 0.8 ± 0.7 0-2 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.7 ± 0.4 0-1 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 

31: Volcano 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.5 ±0.5 0-2 0.0 ± 0.1 0-0.3 

Table 9 lists the number of both junior and senior enlisted Soldiers participating 

in the 128 focus group interviews who had experience performing the physically 

demanding tasks of the 128 MOS in both training and deployed environments, as well 

as the number who believed each task standard was reasonable. All of the junior 

enlisted 128 volunteers agreed that 30 cans was too many for Task 7. All senior 
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-

enlisted 128 volunteers reported that it typically requires more than 52 minutes to fill 26 

sandbags. Furthermore, additional physically demanding tasks identified by these 

Soldiers included picket pounding, detecting mines, carrying a tow bar, and changing 

tires on wheeled vehicles. 

Table 9. Prevalence of volunteers in the 128 MOS who performed each task in both deployed and 
training environments, and prevalence of those who believed the standard for each task was 
reasonable as written. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=9) (E6-E7; n=8) 

% Deployed at least once: 77 .8 (7) % Deployed at least once: 100 (8) 

Task 
Deployed Training Reasonable Deployed Training Reasonable 

%(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) 

1 : Foot March 100.0 (7) 100.0 (9) 100.0 (9) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 14.3 (1) 100.0 (9) 100.0 (9) 50.0 (4) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

3: Fill Sandbags 71.4 (5) 100.0 (9) 100.0 (9) 50.0 (4) 87.5 (7) 0.0 (0) 
MONO-

3: Carry Sandbags 71.4 (5) 100.0 (9) 100.0 (9) 50.0 (4) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

4a: Casualty Drag 14.3 (1) 100.0 (9) 100.0 (9) 50.0 (4) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

4b: BFV Casualty Evacuation 28.6 (2) 88.9 (8) 100.0 (9) 62.5 (5) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

5: 25mm Barrel Install 42.9 (3) 100.0 (9) 100.0 (9) 75.0 (6) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

6: Feeder Assembly 42.9 (3) 100.0 (9) 100.0 (9) 75.0 (6) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

7: Ammo Can Carry 42.9 (2) 88.9 (8) 0.0 (0) 62.5 (5) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 

27: Carry/Emplace APOBS 0.0 (0) 22.2 (2) 100.0 (9) 12.5 (1) 37.5 (3) 100.0 (8) 

28: Cratering Charges 28.6 (2) 77.8 (7) 100.0 (9) 62.5 (5) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

29: Carry/Emplace MOPMS 28.6 (2) 55.6 (5) 100.0 (9) 25.0 (2) 62.5 (5) 100.0 (8) 

30: Bailey Bridge 0.0 (0) 77.8 (7) 0.0 (0) 0.0 (0) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

31: Volcano 0.0 (0) 11.1 (1) 100.0 (9) 12.5 (1) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

Cannon Crewman (138) 

A total of 16 Soldiers participated in the Cannon Crewman (138) focus group 

interviews. Of this sample, the 138 junior enlisted focus group (n=8) consisted of three 
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PV2s, three PFCs, one SPC and one SGT, while the senior enlisted focus group (n=8) 

consisted of eight SSGs. The mean age (years), time in the military (years), time in 

their current MOS (years) and total time spent deployed in their current MOS (years) for 

each focus group are shown in Table 10. Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group 

were older (34.0 ± 7.0 vs. 22.4 ± 4.2, p:0.001) and had spent more time in the military 

(10.9 ± 4.8 vs. 2.2 ± 2.6, p:0.001 ), in their current MOS (10.0 ± 4.8 vs. 1.2 ± 0.9, 

p:0.001) and deployed (3.0 ± 1.0 vs. 0.1 ± 0.4, p<0.001) than Soldiers in the junior 

enlisted focus group. Deployment locations for all Soldiers who participated in the 138 

focus group included Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait and Bosnia. 

Table 10. Cannon Crewman (138) focus group volunteer demographics 

All Volunteers Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=B) 

Age, years 28.2 ± 8.2 22.4 ±4.2 34.0 ± 7.0 

Time in Military, years 6.5 ± 5.8 2.2 ± 2.6 10.9 ± 4.8 

Time in MOS, years 5.6 ± 5.6 1.2 ± 0.9 10.0 ± 4.8 

Time Deployed in MOS, years 1.5±1.5 0.1±0.4 3.0±1.0 

Data are presented as mean ± SD and were analyzed by independent samples t-test with 
p<0.05 considered statistically significant. *Junior enlisted significantly different from senior 
enlisted. 

Table 11 shows the average (±SD) number of times volunteers reported 

performing each of the tasks specific to the 138 MOS (Tasks 27-30) and common to 

other Combat Arms MOSs (Tasks 2-4a) each year in both training and deployed 

environments. Soldiers in the junior enlisted 138 focus group reported that the most 

frequently performed task in both training and deployed environments is transferring 

ammunition with an M992 Field Artillery Supply Vehicle (FAASV), also known as the 

Carrier Ammunition Track (CAT) task. Soldiers in the senior enlisted' 138 focus group 

reported the most frequently performed tasks in training environments are: 1) 
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transferring ammunition with an M992 FAASV; 2) emplacing the 155mm Howitzer/lift 

wheel assembly; and 3) casualty drag. Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group 

reported that the tasks most frequently performed in deployed environments are 

displace the 155mm Howitzer/recover spade trail arm and blade and emplace the 

155mm Howitzer/lift wheel assembly. 

Table 11. The frequency with which volunteers in the 138 MOS performed each of the critical tasks in both training and 
deployed environments. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) CE6-E7; n=B) 

Task Training Deployed Training Deployed 
(# of times/year) (# of times/tour) (#of times/year) (# of times/tour) 

Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 1.1 ± 0.8 0-2 0.0 ±0.0 0-0 0.7 ±0.6 0-2 2.8 ±4.7 0-12 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 2.9 ±3.0 0-8 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.6±1.1 0-3 1.7±2.7 0-7 

4a: Casualty Drag 2.6±1.2 1-5 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 2.6 ±2.3 0-6 1.3±1.7 0-5 

21: Transfer with a FAASV 37.2 ±28.8 0-60 20.0 ± 0.0 0 6.9±10.0 0-27 0.7±1.2 0-3 

22: Lift Wheel Assembly 0.9 ± 0.8 0-2 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 6.4 ± 9.7 0-27 18.6 ± 27.7 0-70 

23: Lift Spade Trail Arm and Blade 1.7±1.6 0-5 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.5±1.1 0-3 28.0 ± 54.6 0-144 

24: Set Up GLPS 0.3 ±0.5 0-1 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 2.2 ±4.3 0-12 0.3 ±0.6 0-2 

Table 12 lists the prevalence of volunteers who had experience performing the 

physically demanding tasks of the 138 MOS in both training and deployed 

environments, as well as the prevalence of those who believed each task standard was 

reasonable. All Soldiers in each of the 138 focus groups believed the minimum 

standards for each task were reasonable as written. Additional physically demanding 

tasks identified by these Soldiers included repairing broken tracks on tracked vehicles 
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(i.e., tanks), performing multiple round fire missions, opening the breech of a 155 mm 

· Howitzer, and mounting the .50 caliber machine gun onto a Paladin. 

Table 12. Prevalence of volunteers in the 138 MOS who performed each task in both deployed and training 
environments, and prevalence of those who believed the standard for each task was reasonable as written. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=B) 

% Deployed at least once: 12.5 (1) % Deployed at least once: 100 (8) 

Task 
Deployed Training Reasonable Deployed Training Reasonable 

%(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 0.0 (0) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 50.0 (4) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 0.0 (0) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 62.5 (5) 62.5 (5) 100.0 (8) 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 0.0 (0) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 62.5 (5) 62.5 (5) 100.0 (8) 

4a: Casualty Drag 0.0 (0) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 37.5 (3) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 

21: Transfer with a FAASV 100 (1) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 37.5 (3) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 

22: Lift Wheel Assembly 0.0 (0) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 25.0 (8) 37.5 (3) 100.0 (8) 

23: Lift Spade Trail Arm and Blade 0.0 (0) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 37.5 (3) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 

Fire Support (13F) 

A total of 13 Soldiers participated in the Fire Support (13F) focus group 

interviews. Of this sample, the 13F junior enlisted focus group (n=7) consisted of one 

PFC, three SPCs, and three SGTs, while the senior enlisted focus group (n=6) 

consisted of three SSGs and three SFCs. The mean age (years), time in the military 

(years), time in their current MOS (years) and total time spent deployed in their current 

MOS (years) for each focus group are reported in Table 13. Soldiers in the senior 

enlisted focus group were older (34.0 ± 6.0 vs. 26.6 ± 4.0, p:0.022) and had spent more 

time in the military (13.4 ± 5.1 vs. 4.7 ± 3.1, p:0.003), as well as in their current MOS 
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(13.1 ± 5.5 vs. 4.6 ± 3.3, p:0.006), than Soldiers in the junior enlisted focus group. No 

significant difference in deployment time was observed between the two focus groups 

(3.1 ± 1.3 vs. 1.6 ± 1.4, p:0.072). Deployment locations for all Soldiers who took part in 

the 13F focus groups included Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Kosovo and Bosnia. 

Table 13. Fire Support (13F) focus group volunteer demographics 

All Volunteers 
Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 

(E1-E5: n=7) (E6-E7; n=6) . 
Age, years 30.0 ± 6.1 26.6 ± 4.0 34.0 ± 6.0 

Time in Military, years 8.7 ± 6.0 4.7 ± 3.2 
. 

13.4 ± 5.1 

Time in MOS, years 8.5 ± 6.1 4.6 ± 3.3 
. 

13.1 ± 5.5 

Time Deployed in MOS, years 2.3 ± 1.5 1.6 ± 1.4 3.1±1.3 

Data are presented as mean ± SD and were analyzed by independent samples t-test with 
p<0.05 considered statistically significant. *Junior enlisted significantly different from senior 
enlisted. 

Table 14 lists the average number of times volunteers reported performing each 

of the tasks specific to the 13F MOS (Tasks 25-26) and common to the other Combat 

Arms MOSs (Tasks 1-7) each year in both training and deployed environments. 

Soldiers in the junior enlisted 13F focus group reported the most frequently performed 

tasks in training environments were the foot march and establish an observation point. 

They also reported the most frequently performed tasks in deployed environments were 

the foot march and fill and carry sandbags. Soldiers in the senior enlisted 13F focus 

group reported foot march, fill and carry sandbags, and establish an observation point 

as being the most frequently performed tasks in both training and deployed 

environments. 
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Table 14. The frequency with which volunteers in the 13F MOS performed each of the critical tasks, in both training and 
d I d . ep aye environments. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=7) (E6-E7; n=.6) 

Task Training Deployed Training Deployed 
(# of times/year) (# of times/tour) (# of times/year) (# of times/tour) 

Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range 

1 : Foot March 33.2 ±45.3 5-100 178.0 ± 146.0 17-300 4.2 ± 4.9 1-10 20.4 ± 30.8 4-67 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 1.4 ± 0.9 0-2 0.2 ± 0.4 0-1 0.5 ± 0.3 0-1 0.4 ± 0.5 0-1 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 3.3 ± 1.1 2-5 77.9 ± 94.7 10-218 2.3 ± 2.4 0-5 5.0 ± 7.1 0-15 

4a: Casualty Drag 2.6±1.5 1-5 2.6 ± 5.3 0-12 1.1±0.7 0-1 0.4 ± 0.5 0-1 

4b: BFV Casualty Evacuation 1.2±1.7 0-5 1.4 ± 2.6 0-6 0.9 ±0.7 0-1 0.4 ± 0.9 0-2 

5: 25mm Barrel Install 4.4±7.1 0-15 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.6±1.3 0-3 1.0 ± 2.5 0-6 

6: Feeder Assembly 1.4±1.1 1-3 10.0 ± 20.0 0-40 0.8 ±2.0 0-5 1.0 ± 2.5 0-6 

7: Ammo Can Carry 1.3 ± 1.9 0-4 10.0 ± 20 0-40 0.8 ±2.0 0-5 1.0 ± 2.5 0-6 

25: Establish Observation Point 16.0 ± 19.1 0-48 11.3 ± 19.3 0-40 2.2 ± 1.1 1-3 4.8 ± 6.0 0-13 

26: Install/Remove FS3 0.7±1.6 0-4 2.0 ±4.0 0-8 0.2 ± 0.3 0-1 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 

Table 15 lists the prevalence of volunteers who had experience performing the 

physically demanding tasks of the 13F MOS in both training and deployed 

environments, as well as the prevalence of those who believed each task standard was 

reasonable. All Soldiers in each of the 13F focus groups believed the minimum 

standards for each task were reasonable as written. One additional physically 

demanding task that was identified by these Soldiers was carrying the Lightweight Laser 

Designator Rangefinder (LLDR) to establish an observation point. 
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Table 15. Prevalence of volunteers in the 13F MOS who performed each task in both deployed and 
training environments and prevalence of those who believed the standard for each task was reasonable 
as written. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=7) (E6-E7; n=6) 

% Deployed at least once: 71 (5) % Deployed at least once: 100 (6) 

Task Deployed Training Reasonable Deployed Training Reasonable 
%(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) 

1 : Foot March 100.0 (5) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (6) 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 20.0 (1) 85.7 (6) 100.0 (7) 50.0 (3) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (6) 

3: Fill Sandbags 100.0 (5) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 66.7 (4) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (6) 

3: Carry Sandbags 100.0 (5) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 66.7 (4) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (6) 

4a: Casualty Drag 40.0 (2) 85.7 (6) 100.0 (7) 66.7 (4) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (6) 

4b: BFV Casualty Evacuation 40.0 (2) 71.4 (5) 100.0 (7) 33.3 (2) 100.0 (6) 100.0 (6) 

5: 25mm Barrel Install 40.0 (2) 85.7 (6) 100.0 (7) 16.7 (1) 50.0 (3) 100.0 (6) 

6: Feeder Assembly 40.0 (2) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 16.7 (1) 16.7 (1) 100.0 (6) 

7: Ammo Can Carry 40.0 (2) 71.4 (5) 100.0 (7) 16.7 (1) 16.7 (1) 100.0 (6) 

26: Install/Remove FS3 40.0 (2) 28.6 (2) 100.0 (7) 16.7 (1) 50.0 (3) 100.0 (6) 

Cavalry Scout (190) 

A total of 15 Soldiers participated in the Cavalry Scout (190) focus group 

interviews. Of this sample, the 190 junior enlisted focus group (n=8) consisted of three 

PFCs, three SPCs and two SGTs, while the senior enlisted focus group (n=7) consisted 

of three SSGs and four SFCs. The mean age (years), time in the military (years), time 

in their current MOS (years) and total time spent deployed in their current MOS (years) 

for each focus group are shown in Table 16. Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group 

were older (35.7 ± 8.6 vs. 23.8 ± 4.9, p:0.005) and had spent more time in the military 

(15.5 ± 7.8 vs. 3.4 ± 3.6, p:0.002), as well as in their current MOS (11.9 ± 2.3 vs. 1.7 ± 

0.8, p<0.001) and deployed (2.9 ±0.9 vs. 0.7 ± 0.7, p<0.001), than Soldiers in the junior 
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enlisted focus group. Deployment locations for all volunteers who participated in the 

19D focus groups included Iraq, Kuwait, Cuba and unspecified locations in support of 

Operation Desert Storm. 

Table 16. Cavalry Scout (190) focus qroup volunteer demo Jraphics 

All Volunteers Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=7) 

Age, years 29.3 ± 9.1 23.8 ± 4.9 35.7 ± 8.6 

Time in Military, years 9.0 ± 8.5 3.4 ± 3.6 15.5 ± 7.8 

Time in MOS, years 7.7 ± 5.6 1.7±0.8 11.9 ± 2.3 

Time Deployed in MOS, years 1.8 ± 1.4 0.7 ± 0.7 2.9 ±0.9 

Data are presented as mean± SD and were analyzed by independent samples t-test with 
p<0.05 considered statistically significant. *Junior enlisted significantly different from senior 
enlisted. 

Table 17 displays the mean number of times volunteers reported performing 

each of the tasks specific to the 19D MOS (Tasks 1-9) each year in both training and 

deployed environments. Soldiers in the junior enlisted focus group reported foot march 

as the most frequently performed task in both training and deployed environments. 

Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group reported the most frequently performed tasks 

in training environments were: 1) foot march; 2) maintain the 25 mm gun on a BFV 

(25 mm barrel install); and 3) remove the feeder assembly. Furthermore, they reported 

that the foot march was the most frequently performed task in deployed environments. 
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Table 17. The.frequency with which volunteers in the 190 MOS performed, .in both training and deployed 
. t h f th T I t k b th T t th 190 MOS d t II C b t A MOS env1ronmen s eac 0 e en 1ca as s 0 spec11c o e an common o a om a rms s. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=7) 

Task Training Deployed Training Deployed 
(#of times/year) (# of times/tour) (#of times/year) (# of times/tour) 

Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range 

1: Foot March 15.5±16.4 5-54 53.8 ± 25.3 25-82 23.4 ± 20.7 3-53 45.9 ± 21.7 15-75 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 1.3 ± 0.7 0-2 0.0 ± 0.0 0-0 0.9 ± 0.3 0-1 1.6 ± 1.3 0-4 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 10.6 ± 9.1 1-24 9.3 ±6.5 0-15 7.4 ± 5.6 3-12 3.1±1.3 1-5 

4a: Casualty Drag 8.9 ± 9.7 0-24 1.6 ± 3.6 0-8 7.4 ± 4.9 1-12 0.8 ± 0.7 0-2 

4b: BFV Casualty Evacuation 5.1±7.9 0-24 1.4 ± 2.6 0-6 6.0 ± 5.9 0-12 1.4±1.4 0-4 

5: 25mm Barrel Install 11.7±7.2 2-24 2.6 ±4.3 0-10 22.4 ± 22.3 0-53 3.2 ± 4.5 0-9 

6: Feeder Assembly 9.3 ± 8.4 0-24 3.8 ±6.5 0-15 20.6±19.8 0-53 7.1 ± 13.4 0-33 

7: Ammo Can Carry 5.6 ± 7.6 0-24 1.6 ± 2.6 0-6 1.7±1.8 0-4 2.1±3.7 0-9 

8: Load TOW Missile 4.1±8.1 0-24 1.0±1.4 0-3 2.7 ±4.6 0-12 0.6 ±0.9 0-2 

Table 18 lists the prevalence of volunteers who had experienced performing the 

physically demanding tasks of the 190 MOS in both training and deployed 

environments, as well as the prevalence of those who believed that each task standard 

was reasonable. All senior enlisted 190 volunteers agreed that the grenade throw task 

was not reasonable based on the standard. Volunteers indicated that Soldiers should 

be able to throw the grenade; however, they would be allowed to drop their gear if 

necessary. They also agreed that filling sandbags would be conducted on a forward 

operating base without gear rather than in an observation position. Additional physically 

demanding tasks identified by these volunteers included: changing tires on a Caiman, 

vehicle recovery, carrying and mounting the Long Range Advance Scout Surveillance 
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System (LRAS3), changing track on a BFV, changing tires on a Stryker and carrying the 

Mark 19 grenade launcher (MK 19). 

Table 18. Prevalence of volunteers in the 190 MOS who performed each task in both deployed and 
training environments and prevalence of those who believed the standard for each task was reasonable 
as written. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=7) 

% Deployed at least once: 62.5 (5) % Deployed at least once: 100 (7) 

Task 
Deployed Training Reasonable Deployed Training Reasonable 

%(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) 

1 : Foot March 100.0 (5) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 0.0 (0) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 85.7 (6) 100.0 (7) 0.0 (0) 

3: Fill Sandbags 80.0 (4) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 0.0 (0) 

3: Carry Sandbags 80.0 (4) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

4a: Casualty Drag 20.0 (1) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 71.4 (5) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

4b: BFV Casualty Evacuation 40.0 (2) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 71.4 (5) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

5: 25mm Barrel Install 40.0 (2) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 42.9 (3) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

6: Feeder Assembly 40.0 (2) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 42.9 (3) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

7: Ammo Can Carry 40.0 (2) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 42.9 (3) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

8: Load TOW Missile 40.0 (2) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 42.9 (3) 100.0 (7) 100.0 (7) 

Armor Crewman (19K) 

A total of 16 Soldiers participated in the Armor Crewman (19K) focus group 

interviews. The 19K junior enlisted focus group (n=8) consisted of one PVT, one PFC, 

three SPCs and three SGTs, while the senior enlisted focus group (n=8) consisted of 
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five SSGs and three SFCs. The mean age (years), time in the military (years), time in 

their current MOS (years) and total time spent deployed in their current MOS (years) for 

each focus group are reported in Table 19. Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group 

were older (34.4 ± 4.0 vs. 22.9 ± 2.9, p<0.001 ), had spent more time in the military (14.5 

± 3.6 vs. 3.9 ± 2.9, p<0.001 ), as well as in their current MOS (13.8 ± 3.1 vs. 3.9 ± 2.9, 

p<0.001) and deployed (39.8±19.5 vs. 13.8±10.5, p:=0.005), than Soldiers in the junior 

enlisted focus group. Deployment locations for all Soldiers who participated in the 19K 

focus groups included Iraq, Kuwait, Bosnia and Saudi Arabia. 

Table 19. Armor Crewman (19K) focus group volunteer demographics 

All Volunteers 
Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 

(E1-E5; n=8) (E6-E7; n=8) 

Age, years 28.6 ± 6.8 22.9 ± 2.9 34.4 ± 4.0 

Time in Military, years 9.2 ±6.3 3.9 ± 2.9 14.5 ± 3.6 

Time in MOS, years 8.8 ± 5.8 3.9 ±2.9 13.8 ± 3.1 

Time Deployed in MOS, years 2.2±1.7 1.2 ± 0.9 3.3±1.6 

Data are presented as mean ± SD and were analyzed by independent samples t-test 
with p<0.05 considered statistically significant. *Junior enlisted significantly different 
from senior enlisted. 

Table 20 shows the average (±SD) number of times volunteers reported 

performing each of the tasks specific to the 19K MOS (Tasks 17-20) and common to 

other Combat Arms MOSs (Tasks 1-4a) each year in both training and deployed 

environments. Soldiers in the junior enlisted focus group reported the most frequently 

performed tasks in training environments were: 1) load the 120mm main gun (load the 

main gun); 2) mount the M2 .50 caliber machine gun on an Abrams tank; and 3) and 

foot march. They also reported that the foot march was the most frequently performed 

task in deployed environments. Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group reported that 

the most frequently performed tasks in both training and deployed environments are 1) 
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foot march; 2) mount the M2 .50 caliber machine gun receiver on a.n Abrams tank; and 

3) stow ammunition on an Abrams tank (stow ammo). 

Table 20. The frequency with which volunteers in the 19K MOS performed, in both training and deployed environments, 
th T I t k b th 'f t th 19K MOS d t II C b A MOS e en 1ca as s 0 spec11c o e an common o a om at rms s. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=8) (E6-E7; n=8) 

Task Training Deployed Training Deplol 
(#of times/year) (# of times/tour) (#of times/year) (#of time: 

Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency Range Frequency 

1: Foot March 12.5 ± 7.5 5-25 213.0±141.0 87-365 16.4 ± 21.8 0-54 68.1 ± 115.0 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 1.1 ± 1.0 0-3 0.9 ± 2.0 0-5 0.6 ± 0.4 0-1 0.7 ± 0.6 

3: Fill and Carry Sandbags 2.5 ± 3.2 0-9 10.6 ± 20.1 0-50 1.0±1.8 0-5 0.5 ± 1.0 

4a: Casualty Drag 5.2 ± 3.0 1-10 0.5 ± 0.5 0-1 3.2 ± 2.0 1-6 1.4 ± 1.2 

17: Mount .50 Caliber Machine Gun 13.5 ± 11.6 3-38 2.5 ±4.3 0-10 15.7 ± 16.1 1-50 109.0 ± 114.0 

18: Stow Ammo 5.5 ± 3.9 3-13 6.6 ± 9.6 0-22 16.1±12.8 1-38 33.0 ± 39.1 

19: Load the Main Gun 19.5 ± 16.6 0-50 13.7 ± 32.5 0-80 11.9±13.7 1-38 15.8±10.1 

20: Abrams Casualty Evacuation 2.7±1.5 1-5 0.7±1.0 0-3 2.7 ±2.0 1-6 0.9 ± 0.5 

Table 21 displays the prevalence of volunteers who had experienced performing 

the physically demanding tasks of the 19K MOS in both training and deployed 

environments, as well as the prevalence of those who believed each task standard was 

reasonable. Senior enlisted 19K volunteers agreed that the minimum standard for the 

foot march task was unreasonable as written and that this task is not commonly 

performed in the 19K MOS. However, when tactical movements are performed, the 

distance is typically between 8 and 10 kilometers and is only performed in training 

environments. Additionally, 19K volunteers reported they would carry the Improved 

Outer Tactical Vest (IOTV}, camelback and weapon during a foot march rather than a 

ruck sack. Additional physically demanding tasks identified by these volunteers included 
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tank recovery, lifting and mounting tires for the Caiman, changing track on a tracked 

vehicle and lift and carry the sprocket carrier. 

Table 21. Prevalence of volunteers in the 19K MOS who performed each task in both deployed and 
training environments and prevalence of those who believed the standard for each task was reasonable 
as written. 

Junior Enlisted Senior Enlisted 
(E1-E5; n=B) (E6-E7; n=B) 

Deployed at least once: 75 (6) Deployed at least once: 100 (8) 

Task 
Deployed Training Reasonable Deployed Training Reasonable 

%(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) %(n) 

1 : Foot March 100.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 0.0 (0) 

2: Employ Hand Grenades 33.3 (2) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 75.0 (6) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 

3: Fill Sandbags 33.3 (2) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 37.5 (3) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 

3: Carry Sandbags 33.3 (2) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 37.5 (3) 75.0 (6) 100.0 (8) 

--
4a: Casualty Drag 50.0 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

17: Mount .50 Caliber Machine Gun 83.3 (5) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

18: Stow Ammo 50.0 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

19: Load the Main Gun 33.3 (2) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 

20: Abrams Casualty Evacuation 50.0 (3) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 87.5 (7) 100.0 (8) 100.0 (8) 
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DISCUSSiON 

Infantryman (11 B) 

Soldiers who participated in both of the Infantryman (11 B) focus groups reported 

having at least some experience completing each task in training and/or deployed 

environments. Both on the questionnaire and during the actual interviews, Soldiers in 

both the junior and senior enlisted groups reported Task 1: conduct tactical movement, 

Task 9: move over, through or around obstacles and Task 10: move under direct fire as 

being the most frequently performed physically demanding tasks. Interestingly, Soldiers 

in the junior enlisted group reported either never performing or infrequently performing 

Task 11: prepare a dismounted TOW missile firing position. However, when asked 

about this task during the interviews, one to two Soldiers from each group reported 

having experience performing this task in training, as well as during deployment. 

Therefore, the task is performed occasionally and should still be included in future 

iterations of this project. 

Soldiers in the junior enlisted 11 B focus group interview agreed that all of the 

tasks and minimum standards identified by the SMEs from TRADOC were reasonable 

as written. The Soldiers in the senior enlisted 11 B focus group interview also agreed 

that all of the tasks were reasonable, except for Task 12: engage targets with a .50 

caliber M2 machine gun. These volunteers stated that this should not necessarily be 

considered when developing performance standards for the MOS because they do not 

typically carry the .50 caliber M2 machine gun and, when they do carry it, it is 

disassembled. However, they did agree that any Soldier entering the 11 B MOS should 
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be capable of carrying the weight of the .50 caliber M2 machine gun (153 lb, but 

prorated to 76.5 lb when carried by two Soldiers). 

When asked to identify any additional physically demanding tasks typically 

performed in the 11 B MOS, Soldiers in both groups identified moving over terrain at 

high altitudes, carrying a casualty on a litter and carrying a machine gun for long 

distances and/or long periods of time. However, since the foot march was already 

identified by TRADOC and it would be difficult to simulate a high altitude environment, 

this was not added to the list of potential tasks. Furthermore, carrying a casualty on a 

litter was not added to the list of additional tasks because it was considered to be less 

difficult than Task 4a: drag a casualty to immediate safety. Therefore, the physically 

demanding job tasks originally identified by TRADOC are considered to be 

representative of the range of tasks performed by the 11 B MOS. 

Infantryman Indirect Fire (11C) 

Soldiers who participated in the Infantryman Indirect Fire (11 C) focus group 

interviews reported having some experience completing each task in training and/or 

deployed environments. On both the questionnaire and during the actual interviews, 

Soldiers in both groups identified Task 1: conduct tactical movement, Task 9: move 

over, through or around obstacles and all the mortar tasks (Tasks 13-16) as the most 

frequently performed tasks. 

All Soldiers in the junior and senior enlisted focus groups agreed the tasks and 

minimum performance standards identified by the SMEs from TRADOC were 

reasonable as written and should be considered when developing performance 

standards for this MOS. When asked to identify any additional physically demanding 
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tasks typically performed in the 11 C MOS, Soldiers in both groups listed and described 

completing a 24km foot march while carrying an 81 mm mortar, as well as 

moving/breaking mortar rounds. Each box of rounds weighs approximately 70 lb, and 

they are typically expected to break down 200 to 300 rounds each time the task is 

performed. Although the SMEs at TRADOC found the 24-km foot march with an 81 mm 

mortar to be a load carriage task above the minimum acceptable standard for an 11 C 

Soldier, it was acknowledged that leader decision on equipment carried depends on 

many unpredictable factors, such as mission parameters, enemy, terrain and troops 

available. The SMEs also found that moving/breaking mortar rounds is a difficult task to 

define, as it is considered a team task, does not have mission/scenario-specific time 

requirements and the rounds in the boxes weigh 35 lb, which is lighter than equipment 

handled in the other physically demanding job tasks already identified. Therefore, the 

physically demanding job tasks originally identified by TRADOC are considered to be 

representative of the critical tasks for the 11 C MOS. 

Combat Engineer (128) 

Soldiers who participated in the Combat Engineer (128) focus group interviews 

reported having some experience completing each task in training and/or deployed 

environments. On both the questionnaire and during the actual interviews, Soldiers in 

both 128 focus groups identified Task 1: conduct a tactical movement and Task 7: load 

25mm HEl-T ammunition cans on a BFV as the most frequently performed tasks. 

Interestingly, on the questionnaires, Soldiers in both groups reported that they either 

rarely ( <1 time per year) or never perform Task 30: assist with the construction of a 

Bailey bridge or Task 31: load and unload the Volcano. During the actual interviews, 
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Soldiers in both groups maintained that they never or rarely performed either task in 

deployed environments. However, Soldiers in both groups reported completing Tasks 

30 and 31 in training. 

Soldiers in both focus groups agreed that the majority of the tasks and standards 

provided by TRADOC were reasonable as written. However, all of the Soldiers in the 

junior enlisted focus group felt the standards for Task 7: load 25mm HEl-T ammunition 

cans on a BFV and Task 30: assist with the construction of a Bailey bridge were not 

reasonable as written. For Task 7, volunteers reported that 5 to 10 cans per Soldier 

may be more realistic than 30 cans, as they do not typically perform this as an individual 

task. Soldiers in the senior enlisted focus group all agreed that Task 3: prepare a 

fighting position (fill sandbags) was also unreasonable as written. They reported that it 

usually takes longer than 52 minutes to fill 26 sandbags. 

When asked to identify any additional physically demanding tasks typically 

performed in the 128 MOS, Soldiers in both groups listed and described picket 

pounding, detecting mines, carrying a tow bar and changing tires on wheeled vehicles. 

These volunteers reported that picket pounding should definitely be considered when 

developing performance standards for the 128 MOS because it is a lengthy and 

exhausting task, one of the most difficult they are expected to perform, requiring 20 to 

30 minutes of continuous pounding (approximately 15 pickets). This issue was raised 

with a group of 128 SM Es, but the experts did not propose a set of task standards and 

conditions such that the task was testable. The SMEs at TRADOC found that picket 

pounding and detecting mines are difficult tasks to define, as they are team tasks and 

do not have mission/scenario-specific time requirements. Carrying a tow bar and 
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changing tires on wheeled vehicles were identified by the SMEs at TRADOC as being 

maintenance tasks that Soldiers in the 128 MOS are not expected to perform. 

Therefore, the physically demanding job tasks originally identified by TRADOC are 

considered to be the minimally acceptable standards for the 128 MOS. 

Cannon Crewman (138) 

Soldiers participating in both of the Cannon Crewman (138) focus group 

interviews reported having experience performing each task identified by the SMEs from 

TRADOC in training and/or deployed environments. On the questionnaire, Soldiers in 

the senior enlisted focus group identified Task 22: emplace 155mm Howitzer/lift wheel 

assembly and Task 23: displace 155mm Howitzer/recover spade trail arm and blade as 

the most frequently performed physically demanding tasks. During the actual focus 

group interview, these volunteers stated that they frequently perform all tasks on the list. 

The inconsistency in reporting may be attributed to the Soldiers not entirely 

comprehending the tasks as they were written on the questionnaire. Showing them the 

task descriptions and standards during the focus group interview may have improved 

their understanding and, therefore, improved the accuracy of their responses. 

On both the questionnaire and during the actual interview, Soldiers in the junior 

enlisted focus group identified Task 21: transfer ammunition with an M992 FAASV as 

the most frequently performed task in both training and deployed environments. They 

then reported that they had experience completing all of the other tasks in training 

environments but never during deployment. The low frequency of performance of these 

tasks during deployment may be due to the fact that only one of the eight volunteers in 
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the junior enlisted focus group had deployment experience. In addition, the recent 

deployment missions may not involve Field Artillery operations. 

Soldiers in both focus groups agreed that the majority of the tasks and standards 

provided by TRADOC were reasonable as written. When asked to identify any 

additional physically demanding tasks performed in the MOS, the volunteers listed and 

described repairing broken tracks on tracked vehicles, performing multiple round fire 

missions, opening the breech of a 155mm Howitzer and mounting the .50 caliber 

machine gun onto a Paladin. The SMEs at TRADOC reported that repairing broken 

tracks is a maintenance task that Soldiers in the 138 MOS are not expected to perform. 

They also reported that Task 22: emplace 155 Howitzer/lift wheel assembly and Task 

23: displace 155 Howitzer/lift spade trail arm and blade are individual tasks within fire 

missions and that performing multiple round fire missions is a skilled and 

choreographed team task that cannot reasonably be simulated. Furthermore, opening 

the breech of a 155mm Howitzer and mounting the .50 caliber onto a Paladin were 

determined to be less physically demanding than Task 21: transfer ammunition with an 

M992 FAASV (M795 ME Rounds). Therefore, the physically demanding job tasks 

originally identified by TRADOC are considered to be the minimally acceptable 

standards for the 138 MOS. 

Fire Support (13F) 

Soldiers who participated in both of the Fire Support (13F) focus group interviews 

reported having experience completing each task identified by the SMEs from TRADOC 

in training and/or deployed environments. Volunteers identified Task 1: conduct a 

tactical movement, Task 3: fill and carry sandbags and Task 25: establish an 
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observation point as the most frequently performed tasks. They also identified Task 26: 

prepare an M1200 Armored Knight Vehicle (AKV) for Operation (install/remove fire 

support sensor system or FS3) as being the least frequently performed task. 

Soldiers in both focus groups agreed that the majority of the tasks and standards 

provided by TRAOOC were reasonable as written. Volunteers did not identify any 

additional physically demanding tasks that should be considered when developing 

performance standards for the 13F MOS. However, they did report that Task 25: 

establish an observation point required carrying a LLOR (-20 lb) in a pack while wearing 

a full kit and assault pack is more difficult than Task 1: conduct a tactical movement. 

The volunteers all felt strongly that every 13F should be able to perform this additional 

task. Therefore, the physically demanding job tasks originally identified by TRAOOC 

are considered to be the minimally acceptable standards for the 13F MOS 

Cavalry Scout (190) 

Soldiers who participated in both of the Cavalry Scout (190) focus group 

interviews reported having experience performing most of the physically demanding 

190 tasks in training and/or deployed environments. Both groups identified Task 1: 

conduct a tactical movement as the most frequently performed task both in training and 

while deployed. The volunteers agreed with most of the task standards as written, but 

the senior enlisted 190 volunteers did not think it necessary to state neither the 

throwing method nor the required uniform when throwing a grenade. In addition, similar 

to the Combat Engineers, they reported that the time allotted for sandbag filling was too 

short. The Soldiers identified several vehicle maintenance tasks, carrying heavy pieces 

of equipment (MK19 and LRAS3), tank recovery, tire and track changes and carrying 
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tools, as additional physically demanding tasks for consideration. The SMEs at 

TRAOOC reported that vehicle maintenance tasks, including hanging tires on a Caiman, 

vehicle recovery, changing track on a BFV and changing tires on a Stryker, were not 

considered essential job tasks for the 190. Carrying and mounting the LRAS3 was 

found to be similar to Task 26: Prepare an M1200 AKV for Operations, which involves 

mounting a fire support sensor system (FS3) on an AKV. Although this is a 13F task, it 

was found to have a pro-rated weight of approximately 60 lb, similar to the LRAS3, and 

is most likely less physically demanding than Task 4b: remove a casualty from a 

vehicle, which has a pro-rated weight of 103.5 lb. Also, Task 1: conduct a tactical 

movement, rather than carrying the MK19, is considered the minimally acceptable 

standard for carrying a weapon in this MOS. Therefore, the physically demanding job 

tasks originally identified by TRAOOC are considered to be the minimally acceptable 

standards for the 190 MOS. 

Armor Crewman (19K) 

Based on the written questionnaire, the task most frequently performed by the 

19K junior and senior enlisted focus group volunteers in both training and deployed 

environments is Task 1: conduct a tactical movement. However, the volunteers in the 

senior enlisted focus group did not agree with the task standards. They reported that 

Armor Crewmen rarely perform a foot march while deployed, and when this task is 

performed during training, the distance is shorter; and the uniform would include only 

the IOTV, a camelback and a weapon (no additional pack). The SMEs at TRAOOC 

found that the additional physically demanding tasks identified, which included tank 

recovery, lifting and mounting tires for the Caiman, changing track on a tracked vehicle 
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and lift and carry the sprocket carrier, are all maintenance tasks that 19K Soldiers are 

not expected to perform to meet the minimal physical standard for the MOS. Therefore, 

the physically demanding job tasks originally identified by TRADOC are considered to 

be the minimally acceptable standards for the 19K MOS. 

CONCLUSION 

Overall, the Soldiers present for each of the focus group interviews discussed in 

this technical report had experience completing the majority of the critical physically 

demanding tasks identified by SMEs from TRADOC. These results suggest that 

Soldiers currently serving in these MOSs perform most of these tasks either in training 

or while deployed and that they are relevant to include as part of this project. Soldiers 

in each focus group generally agreed that the minimum acceptable standards for each 

task were reasonable as written by TRADOC. The volunteers were also able to identify 

and describe additional physically demanding tasks that they perform regularly and 

believe should be considered when developing physical performance standards for their 

respective MOSs. Many of these tasks involved vehicle maintenance, such as 

changing tires and track on vehicles and carrying tools needed for equipment 

maintenance. SMEs at TRADOC identified these additional tasks as either equally or 

less physically demanding than those already identified for the MOS. They also 

determined that some of the tasks did not represent minimally acceptable standards 

and were too difficult to define in the context of the job, as leader decisions are often 

based on unpredictable factors, such as mission requirements, enemy, terrain and the 

availability of troops. Therefore, it is concluded that the 32 tasks originally identified by 
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TRADOC are the representative physically demanding common and/or essential job 

tasks of the seven Combat Arms military occupational specialties. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on the outcomes of these focus group interviews, the tasks that were 

identified by the SMEs from TRADOC are reasonable as written and should be included 

in any future components of this project. Finally, the additional physically demanding 

tasks identified by Soldiers in each MOS were presented to the SMEs at TRADOC for 

consideration. Questions regarding how these tasks are performed, the equipment 

worn/carried while completing them, frequency of performance and overall difficulty 

should be included in a supplemental section of the JAQs sent to Soldiers in each 

Combat Arms MOS. 
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Appendix A: Questionnaires Completed by Volunteers prior to each Focus Group Interview 

1 

2 

3 

4a 

4b 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

MOS-118 

Demographic Data: Please complete the following items. 

Subject ID ____ _ Age __ Rank. ____ _ Race ____ _ 

Total time of military service (years) _____ _ 

Total time in current MOS (years) ______ _ 

Total time deployed in current MOS (months) ____ _ 

Deployment locations:. ____ _ 

Directions: Please indicate whether you have performed these tasks in training or while 
deployed and the number of times you have performed them in each setting. 

Performed During 
Training #of Deployed #of 

Master Task Number/Master Task (YIN) times (YIN) times 

Conduct a tactical movement 

Employ hand grenades 

Prepare a fighting position 

Drag casualty to safety (dismounted) 

Remove casualty from a vehicle (mounted) 

Lift, carry, and install the barrel of a 25mm gun 

Remove the feeder assembly of a 25mm gun 

Load 25mm HEl-T tracer ammunition cans 

Load TOW Missile Launcher on BFV 

Move Over, Through, or Around Obstacles 
(2m) 

Move Under Direct Fire (3-5 sec rushes) 

Prepare Dismounted TOW Firing Position 

Engage Targets with a .50 caliber M2 Machine 
Gun 
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MOS-11C 

Demographic Data: Please complete the following items. 

Subject ID _____ _ Age __ Rank ____ _ Race ____ _ 

Total time of military service (years) _____ _ 

Total time in current MOS (years) ______ _ 

Total time deployed in current MOS (months) ____ _ 

Deployment locations: ____ _ 

Directions: Please indicate whether you have performed these tasks in training or while 
d I d d th b f f h rf d th . h tf epoye an e num er o 1mes you ave pe orme em m eac se mg. 

Performed During 

Master Task Number/Master Task Training #of Deployed #of 
(YIN) times (YIN) times 

1 Conduct a tactical movement 

2 Employ hand grenades 

3 Prepare a fighting position 

4a Drag casualty to safety (dismounted) 

5 Lift, carry and install the barrel of a 25mm gun 

6 Remove the feeder assembly of a 25mm gun 

7 Load 25mm HEl-T tracer ammunition cans 

8 Load TOW Missile Launcher on BFV 

9 Move Over, Through, or Around Obstacles 
(2m) 

10 Move Under Direct Fire (3-5 sec rushes) 

13 Lay a 120mm Mortar-Emplace Base Plate 

14 Lay a 120mm Mortar-Emplace Cannon 

15 Lay a 120mm Mortar for Deflection and 
Elevation 

16 Fire a Mortar (lift and hold round, place in tube) 
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1 

2 

3 

4a 

4b 

5 

6 

7 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

MOS-128 

Demographic Data: Please complete the following items. 

Subject ID ____ _ Birthdate ___ _ Rank. ____ _ 
Race ____ _ 

Total time of military service (years) _____ _ 

Total time in current MOS (years) _____ _ 

Total time deployed in current MOS (months) ____ _ 

Deployment locations: ____ _ 

Directions: Please indicate whether you have performed these tasks in training or while 
deployed and the number of times you have performed them in each setting. 

Performed During 

Master Task Number/Master Task Training #of Deployed #of 
(YIN) times (YIN) times 

Conduct a tactical movement 

Employ hand grenades 

Prepare a fighting position 

Drag casualty to safety (dismounted) 

Remove casualty from a vehicle (mounted) 

Lift, carry, and install the barrel of a 25mm 
gun 
Remove the feeder assembly of a 25mm 
_qun 
Load 25mm HEl-T tracer ammunition cans 

Carry and emplace the APOBS 

Carry and emplace the H6 cratering charge 

Carry the Modular-Pack Mine System 

Lift and carry rocking roller for Bailey 
Brid_ae 
Load and install a Volcano 
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2 

3 

4a 

21 

22 

23 

24 

MOS-138 

Demographic Data: Please complete the following items. 

Subject ID ____ _ Age. __ Rank ____ _ Race ____ _ 

Total time of military service (years) _____ _ 

Total time in current MOS (years) _____ _ 

Total time deployed in current MOS (months) ____ _ 

Deployment locations: ____ _ 

Directions: Please indicate whether you have performed these tasks in training or while 
deployed and the number of times you have performed them in each. 

Performed During 

Master Task Number/Master Task Training #of Deployed #of 
{YIN) times (YIN) times 

Employ hand grenades 

Prepare a fighting position 

Drag casualty to safety (dismounted) 

Transfer ammunition with an M992 Carrier 
(load M795 HE rounds) 
Emplace 155mm Howitzer (lift wheel 
assembly) 
Displace 155mm Howitzer(recover spade 
trail arm and blade) 
Set up Gun Laying Positioning System 
(GLPS) 
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1 

2 

3 

4a 

4b 

5 

6 

7 

8 

25 

26 

MOS-13F 

Demographic Data: Please complete the following items. 

Subject ID ____ _ Age __ Rank. ___ _ Race ___ _ 

Total time of military service (years) _____ _ 

Total time in current MOS (years) _____ _ 

Total time deployed in current MOS (months) ___ _ 

Deployment locations: ____ _ 

Directions: Please indicate whether you have performed these tasks in training or while 
deployed and the number of times you have performed them in each setting. 

Performed During 

Master Task Number/Master Task 
Training #of Deployed #of 

(YIN) times (YIN) times 
Conduct a tactical movement 

Employ hand grenades 

Prepare a fighting position 

Drag casualty to safety (dismounted) 

Remove a casualty from a wheeled vehicle 
(mounted) 

Lift, carry, and install the barrel of a 25mm 
qun 
Remove the feeder assembly of a 25mm 
gun 
Load 25mm HEl-T tracer ammunition cans 

Load TOW Missile Launcher on BFV 

Establish observation point [carry AN/PED-
1 (LLDR)] 

PrepareM1200 Armored Knight Vehicle for 
operation [Install Fire Support Sensor 
System (F3S)] 

MOS-190 
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1 

2 

3 

4a 

4b 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Demographic Data: Please complete the following items. 

Subject ID ____ _ Age __ Rank. ____ _ Race ____ _ 

Total time of military service (years) _____ _ 

Total time in current MOS (years) _____ _ 

Total time deployed in current MOS (months) ____ _ 

Deployment locations: ____ _ 

Directions: Please indicate whether you have performed these tasks in training or while 
deployed and the number of times you have performed them in each setting. 

Performed During 

Master Task Number/Master Task Training #of Deployed #of 
(YIN) times (YIN) times 

Conduct a tactical movement 

Employ hand grenades 

Prepare a fighting position 

Drag casualty to safety (dismounted) 

Remove casualty from a vehicle (mounted) 

Lift, carry, and install the barrel of a 25mm 
gun 

Remove the feeder assembly of a 25mm 
gun 

Load 25mm HEl-T tracer ammunition cans 

Load TOW Missile Launcher on BFV 

MOS-19K 
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1 

2 

3 

4a 

5 

6 

7 

8 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Demographic Data: Please complete the fo.llowing items. 

Subject ID ____ _ Age __ Rank ____ _ Race ____ _ 

Total time of military service (years) _____ _ 

Total time in current MOS (years) _____ _ 

Total time deployed in current MOS (months} ____ _ 

Deployment locations: ____ _ 

Directions: Please indicate whether you have performed these tasks in training or while 
deployed and the number of times you have performed them in each setting. 

Performed During 
Training #of Deployed #of 

Master Task Number/Master Task (YIN) times (YIN) times 

Conduct a tactical movement 

Employ hand grenades 

Prepare a fighting position 

Drag casualty to safety (dismounted) 

Lift, carry, and install the barrel of a 25mm 
gun 
Remove the feeder assembly of a 25mm 
gun 

Load 25mm HEl-T tracer ammunition cans 

Load TOW Missile Launcher on BFV 

Mount .50 caliber M2 machine gun receiver 
on Abrams Tank 

Stow Ammunition on an Abrams Tank 

Load the 120mm Main Gun 

Remove a casualty from an Abrams Tank 
(mounted) 

Appendix B: PowerPoint Slides Outlining the Tasks Common to all the Combat Arms 
MOS 
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~ Task 1: Conduct Tactical Movement 
~ 118, 11C, 190, 19K, 13F, 128 

Task: Conduct a 24 KilometerTactical 
Movement 

Condition: 
•Wearing 94-11 O lbs of equipment evenly 
distributed across the entire body 

Standard: 
• Complete in 22-24 hours moving at a 3-4 
km per hour pace. 

•Soldiers do not have to complete the 
entire 24 km in a single segment as long as 
they complete the entire distance in less 
than 24 hours. 

Terrain: Various 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 Of: 21 Jun IS 
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Task 2: Employ Hand Grenades 
118, 11C, 19D 19K, 138, 13F, 128 

Task: Employ 1 lb Hand Grenades 

Condition: 
• Wearing an 80 lb Fighting Load (no 
weapon) 

• Given two M69 Practice Hand 
Grenades 

Standard: 
• Throw at least one Hand Grenade 30 
meters 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS 
to meet this standard? 

Task 3: Prepare a Fighting Position (fill and Emplace Sandbags) 
11 11C, 19D 19K, 138 13F, 128 

Task: FiO Sandbags 

Condition: 
•Wearing an 80 lb Fighting Load (no weapon) 
• Grven an entrenching tool and 26 empty sandbags 

Standard: 
• Fill 26 empty sandbags 55 to 60% full in 52 minutes 

Task: Carry I Emplace Sandbags 

Condition: 
•Wearing an 80 lb Fighting Load (no weapon) 
• Given 26 sandbags weighing 30-40 lbs. 

Standard: 
I 

• Lift and carry 26 sandbags 1 Om and build a fighting : 
position within 26 minutes. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS 
to meet this standard? 
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~ Task4a: Drag a casualty to Immediate Safety (Dismotmted) 
~ 118, 11C, 1901 19K, 138, 13F, 128 

Task: Lift, drag and carry a casualty to 
immediate safety 

Condition: ~ r, 
•Wearing a 76-91 lb Fighting Load Ii 

·Given a casualty(-188 lbs)with an 83 
lb Fighting Load for a total weight of 
-271 lbs 

'I 
Standard: 
• Casualty dragged 15 mas quickly as 
possible. 

Terrain: Various 

ls it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

' 
u of: 21 Jun IS 

~ Task4b: RemoveaCasualtyfromaVehicle(Mounted) 
~ 110. 190, 13F, 128 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 

Task: Remove a Casualty from a Vehicle: Three 
Soldier Task 

Condition: 
•Wearing a 68 lb Fighting Load (no weapon) 
• Given a casualty weighing -207 lbs (69 
lbs/Solider) 
• Given a Bradley Fighting Vehicle or Buffalo 
•Two Soldiers on top, one Soldier inside vehicle 

Standard: 
• Pull a casualty from the commander's seat 
through the turret (height of 1.5m) of a wheeled 
vehicle as quickly as possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your 
MOS to meet this standard? 
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Task5: Maintain 25nvnGun on a BFV - Install the Barrel 
11 190 13F. 128 . 

Task: Install an M242 25mm Barrel 
on the M242 Gun on a BFV; Two 
Soldier Task 

Condition: 
•Wearing a 91 lb Fighting Load 
• Given a BFV with an M242 Gun 
and an M242 25mm Barrel 

Standard: Barrel weighing 1071bs 
(53.5 lbs/Soldier) is carried 25 m, 
oAd lifted 1 m onto BFV hull and 
mounted onto the gun as quickly as 
possible. 

190 Standard: Barrel weighing 107 
lbs is carried 3 m, lifted onto BFV hull 
and mounted as quickly as possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

~ Task&: Maintain 25nvnGun on BFV- RemovefeederAssent>ly 
~ 118 19D, 13F, 128 

11 or: 21 Jun ts 

Task: Remove the Feeder 
Assembly on a BFV 

Condition: 
• In a seated position 
• Wearing 30-44 lbs of equipment. 
• Given a BFV with an M242 Gun 
and an M242 Feeder Assembly. 

Standard: 
• M242 Feeder Assembly (59 lbs) is 
removed from the M242 Gun on a 
BFV and placed on the floor in the 
rear of the vehicle as quickly as 
possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a 
Soldier in your MOS to meetthis 

standard? 
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~ Task 7: load 25mm H-EIT Ammunition Can on 8FV 
~ 118, 190, 13F, 128 

15 of: 21 Jun 1S 

.---~~~~~~~~~~~~-; 

Task: Load 30 25mm High
Explosive Incendiary Tracer (H-EIT) 
Ammo Cans onto a BFV 

Condition: 
• Wearing a 64-80 lb Fighting Load 
• Given a BFV and 30 Ammo Cans 

Standard: 
• 30 Ammunition Cans (45 lbs each) 
are lifted and carried 15 m and 
loaded onto a BFV as quickly as 
possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a 
Soldier in your MOS to meet this 

standard? 

~ Task8: LoadtheTOWMissilelauncheron8FV 
~ 118,190 

15 or: 21 Jun IS 
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r-~~~~~~~~~~~----

T ask: Load the TOW Missile 
Launcher on a 8FV 

Condition: 
• Wearing a 64-80 lb Fighting Load 
(no weapon) 

• Given a 8FV with a TOW Missile 
Launcher and 2 TOW-28 Aero 
Missiles 

Standard: 
•Load two TOW-28 Aero Missiles (65 
lbs each} into a BFV Mounted TOW 
Weapon System as quickly as 
possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier 
in your MOS to meetthis 

standard? 



Appendix C: PowerPoint Slides Outlining the Physically Demanding Tasks Specific to 
each of the Combat Arms MOS 

11 B Infantryman Focus Group 

Development of Military Occupational 
Specialty Physical Employment Standards 

Purpose: Develop physical perfonnance 
standards for the 11 B MOS 

II of; 21 Jun IS 

US Army Research Institute of Environmental 
Medicine (USARIEM), Natick, MA 

Consent Form 

Statement of Consent 
I b.>w lf'.11(1 lhc C\'llltlll• oftlu• C\'11\ftll f,•nu Md b.>\'C' h.t.....i to '"" \<'fbnl <'~pL'UWIOO pwu !>) 
tbr m\nl1p1C11 M) qllC'\l>Oll' hi''<' btto ""'""'nl 10 m) wt1•Cxtl<'ll I ID''<' UI) e<>o\C'lll lo t.d.C' 
1w1 m 1h" \h~ S1jD>1u~ llu• C..'<l\<'fll doximl<'f11 ~ oot p:1w ·~· m~ of m) l<'fLll 11pl1h 00< 

.J..'t\ 11 ldc'- lbr Ul\~l(tllh:'O, 111'111\11""1 <.'I 'JICO;(>f\ f1<>CU tlwu lf"l'OU\ll>1Ji11 .... 

f h111..i ""'' l' gtenl pennlU.ion IO be WleO r;;ded duMg Olis locus group J 
ORhctre: [ = pemll$SICll IO !lave ONl Y my VOICe recorded Wing tlllS I 

Date ol Briefing 

... ~.~ 
11 or: 21 Jun IS 
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& Demographic Data Form 

Subject ID (on name card) 
Age 
Rank 
Race (select one) 

•African American 
•White 
•Hispanic 
•Asian 
•Other 

11 of: 21 Jun IS 

& Rules of Engagement: 

•Everything said here will be confidential 

•We would like EVERYONE to participate 

•lfwe run out of time or you think of something 
you didn't say, write it down. 

•Session will last 2.5 hours with a 15 min break 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 
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& · Soldier Load - <24 hour Sustainment Load 

Sustainment Load Carried in Assault Pack 
NU.in Pa=ll .., 'RM p:I 
2QT cnee:i ~r ms sung awzer 
Liner Po!'oCno 
Por1CflO 
~ Rat! 5111111;1 
~ Rat! &llft l!ICm:ll 
NtCll GUtr 
I/al Roa/ 'lbEall 1 u (1.50063 tg) 
~1n mo=n w1e11ng x 1 u 
SOCll 1 1 pr 
~ CIU'ltlgKll 
Fir.ti Q.1!11 C' llrgtpe1 &Olaltr) 
Clit1lllg!i (:1;lt1) 
war pur111e:mr1 DDlr.li 
~ FJCl!Pltrll 
VS17 ~I (11.!nii ll) 

'2 
' 15 
1.1' 
1.0S 
17 
17 
1 
1.5 
0.35 
02 
1.6 
Oat 
Oat 
002 
002 
0 3 

19.0 lbs I 

Uniform 
PPE 

+ <24 Hr Sustainment Lm 
App1oach March L~ 

11 of: 21 Jun IS 

Unifonn 12.A lbs 
eoo:& 500 
ACU 320 
lh.lt:llDOI 050 
l'l199fr een 050 
Pm.5 0.,9 
Ptol Cl? ua 
ID"Dgl Ola 
Ul'O!rlNtl 0.35 
GIM6 025 

12 4 
63.03 to 77.60 

19.0 

94 43 to 09.0 lbs 

Load 

t 2.4 lbs I 

E",te PIO 025 
~ 025 
Drntl'li 020 
SOCll 020 
\\'n51Wl!Cft 019 
fir Plllgl 0 13 
CNp5tlc:I 0 01 
IDC3IO 001 

Personal Protective Equipment and Weapan (PPE) 63.03 to 77.60 lbs• 
100 oz HJClmo!I S"/5lt!ll ( \\lll!I wiltf) 7 10 
Fl\1'Cl!I LOIO carrier 1.25 
30 '°""° ~ ~ (31025) 075 
HrlO gl'ena:lt PM11 (2) • 1?1 (2) M67 
FFl!J'Tltilillbl Grmi 1 !6 
~ ~ w.'CIM 027 
l!'®ICtlal Fl151Ald lCll {llFAK) 1.05 
l~llg!'l~w.'2 UMDDr/ 02& 
tmltCI &~~. Pl'IOE.NlX 
W.'91:1tr/ 070 
Bilnl!IC ICl'8£llOll PllCI& 0 79 
Vlilllllunguagt Tf3'11iln)f cara o 01 
c.ualrj Ftt<ltr l'lepol\' 
WlnKI~ 001 
A04!IC1t<I CO'IU HetN!I (ACH) 325 
Het'nel ()Mr~ CO.tr Dr.ii:! 023 
Nip VlllO!I 90!Nlt ~ plllt 020 

BittlGC P!Olt\:tlOll Goggle& (ESSJ 0 15 
M& (:a!lllne a~ll/ t>IClld fN9IZlllt 7.50 

I~ CC0 WI CIDf/ 0.71 
3 polrU !tlg 0 30 
eo-IJp llOn Slg!I 032 
I~ RAS & f'wll Pl51!1GllJJ 1.55 
5~ I~ Wl:!l 30 ~ elcil (6 U ) U2 
SUrl File (t;!l WI DD!) 0 SO 
AllO-&C a~ 090 

IO'TV 'Ill tdtgtolll pl'lll!Ctlr 11&19E6 
EtN!ICed Small Al'lllS Plaec:Dll! 
ntn& 7&1'20 
~ Side BilllWC Wllfl1 ~ 
~ Side Pin earner 7.60 

(Unifonn) 12.4 lbs I 
+ !PP§ 63.03 lo n .601bs• 

(Fighting Load) 75.43 to 90.00 lbs• 
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~ Task 9: Move Over, Through, or Around Obstacles 
~11 

~ .-T-a-s-k·-. -M-o-ve_OtJ_e_r_, T_h_r_o-ug-h-. -or_Ar_ou_n_d~1 

56 

Obstacles 

Condition: 
•Wearing 76-91 lbs of equipment, 
• Given a 2m Vertical Obstacle 

Standard: 
• Scalelclimb over 2m high obstade as 
quickly as possible with assistance 
from other squad members(ifneeded). 

• If necessary, equipment may be 
removed during task. but must be worn 
after obstacle is cleared. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier 
in your MOS to meetthis standard? 



Task: Move Under Direct Fire (Rise 
from a Prone, Kneeling, or Crouched 
Position: Sprint 3 to 5 Seconds: 
Return to a Prone. Kneeling, or 
Crouched Position) 

Condition: 
· Wearing a 76-91 lb Fighting Load 

Standard: 
• Sprint 100 meters (in 3 to 5 second 
increments) as quickly as possible. 

Terrain: Various 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in 
your MOS to meetthis standard? 

~ Task 11: Prepare a Dismounted TOW Firing Position 
~ 118 

..-~~~~~~~~~~~---:;"'" 
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Task: Prepare a Dismounted TOW 
Firing Position 

Condition: 
•Wearing 64-80 lbs (no weapon) 
• Given a TOW Missile Launcher 
• Given 1 TOW 28 Missile located 15 m 
from dismountedTOW launcher. 

Standard: 
•Lift/Carry 1 TOW-28 Missile (weighing 
651bs) 15m and load into the TOW 
launcher as quickly as possible. 

Terrain: Various 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier 
in your MOS to meetthis standard? 



~ Task 12: Engage Targets with a Caliber .50 M2 MactineGun 
~11 

Task: Engage Targets with a .50 M2 
Machine Gun, Two Soldier Task 

Condition: 
•Wearing 76-91 lbs uniform, weapon, 
and PPE 
• Given a .50 M2 Machine Gun with 
Tripod 

I 

Standard: 1 

• Lift and carry the .50 M2 Machine 
Gun with Tripod weighing 153 pounds 
(76.5 lbs/ Soldier) 10m as quickly as 
possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 or: it Jun 1s 
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11 C Infantryman Indirect Fire Focus 
Group 

Development of Military Occupational 
Specialty Physical Employment Standards 

Purpose: Develop physical perfonnance 
standards for the 11 C MOS 

15 of: 21 Jun IS 

15 Of: 21 J11n IS 

US Army Research Institute of Environmental 
Medicine (USARIEM), Natick, MA 

Consent Form 

Statement of Consent 
I ILWI.' tl.'.ad ti..- C<'C1t<ah oflbn C<'Cl'ftll fonn Md ILl\'(' fntmcd to tb.: \'C'tbnl ... ~pbn.\11<"41 IC''.,, by 
th... ID\-....ll,:al<'C !'-1) <JI""'""" hl\1.' l><at Nl\Wtt<d to 111~ ull\C...-t1on I 11n" m~ ""11C1ll t" W.• 
l"UI ID lbl\ "'~ 'IFJUDP tlll\ ""1«<11 OOcutntt>I 00.:.. 111.'I IC'"'"",,.,~ of ID) 1~111~\ bOI 
•"->t• 111.-k-.iw Ibo 111\.-.t1ptm m•htu1io11 0t lf".'Cl;(>f• 60tn 1lwu 1~-ou;1bil111~ 

11111...i 11 .... 

~11111 permlUlOn to be~ recotded ~~focus group 

ORhoro: 

[~~ ~s.iofiiO have Offl Y rTrf VOite rKllll'OeG dlA'tng llllS 1 
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& Demographic Data Form 

Subject ID (on name card) 
Age 
Rank 
Race (select one) 

•African American 
•White 
•Hispanic 
•Asian 
•Other 

II or: 21 J 1111 IS 

& Rules of Engagement: 

•Everything said here will be confidential 

•We would like EVERYONE to participate 

•lfwe run out of time or you think of something 
you didn't say, write it down. 

•Session will last 2.5 hours with a 15 min break 

II or: 21 J 1111 IS 
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Uniform 12.' lbs 
!IOca 500 
ACU 320 
Mui:! 1001 0.50 
~reea o.so 
PilCnn U9 
Pl:IOI ~ 0.'3 
II) l)g& 0.33 
lJTdmNn 0.35 
Gl!MI 025 

12.4 lbs j 

Load 
E:tt Pro 025 
NoBoCa 025 
0~1115 020 
SOCI& 020 
WTl5I \\'ilcll O.t9 
ElrPll;ig5 O.t3 
~ OOt 
lOearo OOt 

Personal ProtectiveEquipmentand Weapon (PPE) 63.03 ton .60 lbs• 
100 OZ HJdrl!IO!I l"jO'n ( Wl:I WJlfl) 7 10 
Fl;TCJSI I.Old earner 125 
30 l'OJllO ~l:le llOIOI (3 l 0 25) 0 75 
tllnll glt!llOt po;ic.11 (2) • I:! (2) 11157 
Ffai.UtlQlbn Gre:iaaa U6 
1.-a: ~ a'CIM 027 
Wlelll!Ci.IJI FlmAlcl Kii (lll'AK) 1 Oii 
I.lag 1¥J!C llllllilgll a '2 u AA m:itr1 02' 
ln!llred &~I DUQCl:I, PHOENIX 
W.'!Salltl'/ 070 
Baltl5llcKrft.~lller• Pd 079 
Vl5llill~ Trntimr cara oat 
CAu1'1:J Feeotr ftepol\I 
Wl:ntK~ 001 
Ml¥QtJ Ol:mlill Heme! (ACtl) 325 
Hehlfl CCM!r ~ ccwr Da11CI 023 
N~Vlib!I goggle~ pme 020 

eamc:~ 00991e&(ESS> o.1s 
IM eartre w.~11, tlideCI ~tne 1.so 

1116&- CCO wn1ar1 0.7t 
3 polnl Sllng OJO 
~ 11o:1 s i;r. o.32 
1.w AAS & FWicl PIA>! G~ 1.55 
55&ml IJllglZl!lt wen 30 IOl:l'ICl5 Hal (6 U ) U2 
$:l!t Fire USJ!'l WI DDl'J 0 50 
AI04C w.'!lnr1e!i 0.90 

IOTV WI nta.'glOt'I ~r 11.69-1H6 
iEIN!IClfC S:'lllD Arl!IS ~ 
lnierti 7 !G-1'20 
Ell'lr.CltO stie ea • •n &e1 
wnn stie PIQ earner 7 IIJ 

(Uniform) 12.4 lbs I 
+ IPPE! 63.03 to n .60 lbs• 

(Fighting Load) 75.43 to 90.00 lbs• 

& Soldier Load· <24 hour Sustainment Load 

Sustainment Load Carried in Assault Pack 
""'°'I Paar WI wal5t ~ 
2QT Cil'll!e:I w.'OMr ro s 1rig awar 
Liner PO!ICiO 
Pollcrlo 
~ IUl!l&:ID"Rl;I 
~~ Rain SUI &r:mr1 
Ntcl Gllltr 
MUI Rm/ 1tl Eal 1 U (1.SG0.65 lg) 
unotrsrun mo15:11re WIClt'9 1 1 u 
5oc:ta I 1 pr 
~ CIU:llngKll 
Fl!ll ~ (Uugeper liOll:ller) 
Ctlellllg!I (2ptr) 
Wr.tf~mltt5 
came Face Pits 
VS17 PJntl (S.'11311) 

Un•form 
PPE 

+ <24 Hr Susta ment load 

'2 
'15 
11' 
t.OS 
17 
17 
1 
1.5 
0.35 
02 
1.6 
OC& 
OC& 
002 
002 
OJ 

1s.o 1bs I 

12 4 
63 03 to 77.60 

19_0 

Approach March load 94.43 to 109.0 lbs 

11 of; 2t Jun ts 
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~ Task 9: Move Over, Through, or Around Obstacles 
~11 1 

r-~~~~~~~~~~~~---.-. v Task: Move Over. Through, or Around 

62 

Obstacles 

Condition: 
•Wearing 76-91 lbs of equipment. 
• Given a 2m Vertical Obstacle 

Standard: 
• Scale/climb over 2m high obstade as 
quickly as possible with assistance 
from other squad members (if needed). 

• If necessary, equipment may be 
removed during task, but must be worn 
after obstacle is deared. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier 
in your MOS to meetthis standard? 



Task 10: Move UnderDirectFir~ 
1 c 

Task: · Move Under Direct Fire (Rise 
from a Prone. Kneeling, or Crouched 
Position; Sprint 3 to 5 Seconds; 
Return to a Prone, Kneeling, or 
Crouched Position) 

Condition: 
• Wearing a 76-91 lb Fighting Load 

Standard: 
• Sprint 100 meters (in 3 to 5 second 
increments) as quickly as possible. 

Terrain: Various 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in 
your MOS to meetthis standard? 

~ Task 13: Laya 120mm Mortar-Emplace Base Plate .;::r; 11C 

Task: Emplace the Base Plate of a 
120mm Mortar; Two Soldier Task 

Condition: 
• Wearing a 76-91 lb Fighting Load 
•Given a 120mmMortarBasePlate 
located 25 meters from emplacement 
site 

Standard: 
• Lift and carry the 120mm Mortar 
Base Plate weighing 136 lbs (69 
lbs/Soldier) 25m and emplace it as 
quickly as possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 Of: 21 Jun IS 
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a T~sk 14: Lay a 120mm Mortar-Emplace Cannon 
11C 

Task: Emplace the Cannon of 120mm 
Mortar; Two SoldierTask 

Condition: 
• Wearing 76-91 lbs Fighting Load 
·Given a 120mmMortarCannonlocated 
25mfrom an emplaced 120mmMortarBase 
Plate 

Standard: 
•Lilt and carry the 120mm Mortar Cannon 
weighing11 O lbs (55 lbs/Soldier) a distance 

• of25 m. 
• Insert the cannon into the base plate as 
quickly as possible 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

a or: 21 Jun IS 

~ Task 15: Lay a 120mm MortarforDeflection and Elevation(Traverse) 
.;:a- 11C 

Task: Lay a 120mm Mortar for 
Deflection and Elevation; Two Soldier 
Task 

Condition: 
• Wearing a task specific uniform 
weighing 46 lbs 
• Given a 120mm Mortar Cannon with 
site and bipod 

Standard: 
• Assistant gunner lifts the cannon and 
bi-pod (combined weight 183 lbs) and 
rotates it until the deflection is properly 
changed 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

a or: 21 Jun IS 
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~ Task16: Firea120mm Mor1ar 
~ 11C 

Task: Fire a 120mm Mortar 
Soldier must Lift a Round and 
Place in cannon. 

Condition: 
• Wearing a task specific uniform 
weighing 46 lbs 
• Given a 120mm Mortar and 5 
120mm HE rounds 

Standard: 
• Five rounds {weighing 291bs 
each) fired in 1 minute 15 seconds. 
• First round is held above the 
cannon for 10 seconds before 
firing. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

a or: 21 Jun 1s 
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128 Combat Engineer Focus Group 

Development of Military Occupational 
Specialty Physical Employment Standards 

Purpose: Develop physical perfonnance 
standards forthe 12B MOS 

15 or: 21 Jun 1s 

15 or: 21 Jun 13 

US Army Research Institute of Environmental 
Medicine (USARIEM), Natick, MA 

Consent Form 

Statement of Consent 
I b.1\~ 1Nd lhc.- c.>11lcu!• ofllu• .:..'ll>ftll fonn lllld "'"~ h•tm<d 10 Ibo H1bal <"<pl:uull•'ll pnti by 
tho 1D\'nl1p1,.., M) 'JI'<''""" lu\r b.:a1"'""n<-d10 Ill) Ull\C..."1100 I p:m: nl) COO'r!ll lo W.r 
l"UI ID thr• "'~ 'i11""n.t1 ••u· COO\CUI 00..-unxat doc-<'"" il'W llj> .'Ill) o( Ill) lrt1.1I n~ll• DCC 
J..~ II I~""' Ibo W\'n!IEJll('f\ Ul•lllUllOU Cl 'llCCI.._..\ 6C111 lbnJ l~"°'1b1lihc-. 

lnnul llnr 

[ • grent pe<m<UIOrl to De~ recctded dlnlg W$ rocus gr~ 
ORhoro: 

~SUI lo have OHL Y rrtf ll'Olce realflle<I Cblng lllts 

- =1 
[ - ] 

~te ol Briefi"9 
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& Demographic Data Form 

Subject ID (on name card) 
Age 
Rank 
Race (select one) 

•African American 
•White 
•Hispanic 
•Asian 
•Other 

15 of: 21 J11n IS 

& Rules of Engagement: 

•Everything said here will be confidential 

•We would like EVERYONE to participate 

•If we run out of time or you think of something 
you didn't say, write it down. 

•Session will last 2.5 hours with a 15 min break 

15 Of: 21 Jun IS 
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Uniform 12.• lbs 
Boo!& 500 
ACU 3.20 
Mul:lllOI a.so 
R199er een a.so 
pzcra a,9 
Pa:rol Cap a '8 
ID "Dg& a.33 
Ul!Otrr.11111 a .35 
GIO.C$ a .25 

1Ulbs I 

Load 
E/f PIO a.25 
~ a.25 
o~~ a.20 
Soca5 a.20 
Wr1i1 WJ'#I a 19 
IE.Ir P"9' a 13 
~ a01 
IOCi!G a01 

Personal Protective Equipment and Weapon (PPE) 63.03 ton .60 lbs• 
100 OZ HjOmlOl'I .. /Qem ( Wl'.'l 'Mltr) 7.1a 
F~ l.OICl Cirrltr 1.25 
30 l!lltlCI ~tie Jl'OUC'1 (3 x a .25) a75 
Ha."d grWOt prMJI (2) Wl:?I (2) t.'61 
F~ 11tllla:I0!1 Grt:llC!tl 1.86 
~ COnp5 W.'CAt a21 
lnOllQal F"'1AICI Kl (l!l'AK) 1.08 
~ 19'1 llWlllg!t Wl2 UM DQt/ a2' 
tln'artO 5ig!IJI l)QOC):I, PHOENIX 
W.'llaf7 a70 
8111~ KllK'EllO'• Pao& a 79 
VLlllUlglllgt Trntmr caro a 01 
c.isa111 Fet<ltr Rtpol\1 

~ S1Qmecl aa1 
Mllfl:1l.O <»ncll Hftnfl (ACl1) 3.25 
Hf~ co.tr w.~ ~r ~ aia 
Nlg!IVlilOn goggle~ pllll! a.20 

811l15:1c: Pru:ta!Oll Goggles (£SS) 0 15 
t.UCi!Dlne W.'l!ll/ tliOeO ~ 7.50 

tlJ5&. cco wi oa::er1 o 71 
3 potra 'lll'9 0.30 
BD.LJp llo:I S!g!I O~ 

IA-& RAS & f'llcl PlmlG~ 1.55 
5.!&n'll t~lne WCI 30 ~ OC11 (6 U ) U2 
SJll Fire lljJ!l lll Dr.let/ 0.50 
Rli0-£C w.~llK 090 

IOTV WI nedL'grol'I ~r 11.69-1966 
El'rll!'IOeQ S'lllD Arrl'l5 ~ 
tani 7.60-1'.20 
EIN'QCI Sldt 81U15D:: rwn HI 
wtil Sldt Piii! Cirrltr 7.60 

(Uniform) 1U lbs I 
+ !PPE! 63.03 to n.60 lbs• 

(Fighting Load) 75.43 to 90.00 lbs• 

a Soldier Load· <24 hour Sustainment Load 

Sustainment Load Carried in Assault Pack 
A5A II PICS WI ntr.1 pa:l 
2QT ~ w.'Co.tr l!lCI Sltlg w.'dltr 
Liner PQclclno 
Fonc:rlo 
11\'nMO Rlln sua nip 
l!lilllMCI Rlt:l IWIC l!OCIOtTI 
Ne<S Giller 
Mui Ro:!/ "RI 02 1 u (1.!00 6a lg) 
l.lnOtMln lllllClll! W1C1t'9 J 1 U 
5oca5 X1 pr 
~IMO Cblt:lglCll 
Fie.II QA (' IJrgt per SOIC!lel') 
~(2ptr) 
WDr PJT1llCZlOn IJDleti 
CZn:> F1otPall'll 
VS17 ~I (5.'11111) 

Uniform 
PPE 

+ <24 Hr Susta1nmen1 Load 

'2 
' 15 
1.1' 
105 
17 
17 
1 
1.5 
0.35 
02 
1.6 
04' 
aO£ 
002 
a02 
0.3 

~.Olbs l 

12.4 
6303 to 7760 

19,0 

Approach March Load 94.43 to 109-<l lbs 

11 or: 21 Jun ts 
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ENGINEERS 

~ Task 27: Quickly Create a Footpath Through Various0bs1acles 
~128 

Task: Move from vehicle to 
Obstacle with Antipersonnel 
Obstacle Breaching System 
(APOBS); Two Soldier Task 

Conditions: 
• Wearing an 83 lb Fighting Load 
plus APOBS (60 lbs/Soldier), Total 
Weight: 143 lbs 

Standard: 
• Move APOBS 2 kilometers in 60 
minutes 

Terrain: Various 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 
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~ Task 28: PrepareObstaclewiththe H6 40 Pound Cratering Charge 
~ 1m · 

Task: Prepare Obstacle with the 
H4 Cratering Charge 

Condition: 
• Wearing an 83 lb Fighting Load 
• Given 3 HG Cratering Charges. 

Standard: 
• Lift and carry an HG Cratering 
Charge (40 lbs each) 100 m from 
the stockpile to the emplacement 
area. 

• Repeat a total of 3 times as 
quickly as possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

u or: 21 J11n IS 

~ Task29: OperateaModular.PackMineSystem(MOPMS) 
~ 128 

Task: Two Soldier Task; Operate 
a Modular-Pack Mine System 

Conditions: 
• Wearing an 83 lbs Fighting Load 
• Given a vehicle with a MOPMS 

Standard: Lift and Carry the 
MOPMS weighing 1GO lbs (80 
lbs/Soldier) a distance of 100m 
from the vehicle to emplacement 
site as quickly as possible 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 or: 21 Jun IS 
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Task 30: Assist In the Construction of a Bailey Bridge 
128 

Task: Two SoldierTask;Assistinthe 
Construction ofa Bailey Bridge 

Condition: 
•Wearing an 83 lb Fightlng Load 
•Given a Rocking Roller Template. 
Bridge Bearing, and a Rocking Roller 

Standard: 
·Lift and carry the Rocking Roller 
Template, Bridge Bearing and Rocking 
Roller a distance of 50 mas quickly as 
possible. 

• Heaviest Lift is the 206 Pound 
Rocking Roller (103 lbs/Soldier). 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 or: 21 Jun ts 

~ Task 31: Install a Volcano Mine System 
~128 

Task: Install a Volcano. Two Soldier Taslt 

Conditions: 
·Wearing a161bs Fighting load 
• Given a Volcano (on the ground) and a cargo vehicle 

Standard: A5 qul ddy as possible 

Set up Volcano 
urt e.m Frame. two Tnpoa A5HmbllH ano hie> uunclltr ~ 12 
SOlCllM on ranging rrom 151-370 pounGI) rrom grouno. W1J to tne t>tO 
or tne cargo vtlllell ano llft 2 llllfM5 In tne 11r to g1vt to tne r-IVlng 
team on tne cargo vtlllell 

MUPSJ!ON .... .... 
nin lnel lftanl(tll) Dlslanot cmi tWIQ!llCml Rtos 

-~- re::e t;,e t'\S~ b'!IS 115 370 : 

-~ re::e"° "15:0 I ll".- 75 5 1 151 : : __ ,,,,,., 
... ~ .. re::.e~. rts':S I ..se\-:'lf 11J J :.""6 
~::l<S 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

Ii or: 21 Jun 1' 
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138 Cannon Crewman Focus Group 

Development of Military Occupational 
Specialty Physical Employment Standards 

Purpose: Develop physical perfonnance 
standards forthe 138 MOS 

IS of: Zt Jun 13 

US Army Research Institute of Environmental 
Medicine (USARIEM), Natick, MA 

Consent Form 

Statement of Consent 
I b.n.., rc11d '"" ccc1t<n1• oftbn C.."1\ftll fonn Md M\<" ln1tl>C'd 10111<- \<"tool ~pLin.'111,..,1 [11\'m ~ 
the ID\~f:>IOI :0-1~ 'I''""°"' hi\<" """1an•wtt.-d10 m~ wtl\C..."1ion I ID''<' m~ ('(!Owui lo ult 
JIRll m lbl\ "1~ \1im10~ 1li1• COO\C1ll 00<......,,1 dot-> 001 i:iw np an~ of m~ 1.-pl np.!• l>Of 

J...'O ti rC'lc-.lW IM Dl\nlljlAIM W•hllllK'll Ot l>Jll.'<11(11• f1ooi 1bni lt\poo<1b1hht\ 

[ ln11...i:. .. 

IS Of: 21 Jun IS 

~ grant penMslon to be \1deo re<:Olded ~CM locus gt'°'4> 

OR hero: 

fl ~pem1lUlOlllO have ONLY !Tr/ V01C.e r~ dwltlg- this 
LSludy· 

Pa""'IW't I IQIM (PMCodJ 
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Demographic Data Form 

Subject ID (on name card) 
Age 
Rank 
Race (select one) 

•African American 
•White 
•Hispanic 
•Asian 
•Other 

11 or: 21 Jun ts 

& Rules of Engagement: 

•Everything said here will be confidential 

•We would like EVERYONE to participate 

•lfwe run out of time or you think of something 
you didn't say, write it down. 

•Session will last 2.5 hours with a 15 min break 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 
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Uniform 12.• lbs 
eoos 5 00 
ACU 3 20 
M11mtio1 oso 
R199fr een o.so 
pzc:nn 0'9 
PJ!rol Q;I 0 '3 
!O~ 0.33 
u:iot1'511111 0.35 
G~ 0 .25 

12.4 lbs I 

Load 
f'/t Pl'O 0.25 
~ 0.25 
D~lltr& 020 
SOCll 020 
Wl'1't Wr.ctl 0 19 
a r Pll.95 o 13 
~ 001 
t0 cara 001 

Personal ProtectiveEquipmentand Weapon (PPE) 63.03 to 77.60 lbs• 
100 az HJCllZllXI l"/Qm ( w~ war) 7 10 ear i.ti: PrCl:ecrJo:I Go;glt5 (ESS) o 1s 
F~ 1.010 Cirntr 1.25 IM Ci!Dile w.'lllllJ mciect magJZ1nt 7.50 
30 IWllO ~ po..ct1 (3 i 0.25) o 75 ~ cco WI oar1 o 71 
Hana 9~ po:ICll (2J •l:I (2) tlli7 3 polnl 51tlg 0.30 
F~ Glr.ildtl Ul6 !Sn·Up lro:I Slglll 0.32 
~ ~ WICAi 027 l.WRAS&l"llO Pl51o1 G~ 1.55 
lndWllll FlmAIOKll {JlFAK) 1 Ga s~ IAi;JZre wtn 30 ~ 0='1 t6 U } 6'2 
Mig llgll!IWl!f9!1Wl2 u M w.itr1 02' SJre Fite llg't WI oar1 o SO 
l!l:la!IO &l;Jl\31 ~. PHOENIX Al.Q.lC w.m:itrlt& 0.9:1 
w."'3!er1 o 70 
811~ 1Cnt6'£IOO'• Pao. 0 79 
Vli;GI~ Tfl!llln3r cara 001 
Clillal!/ fftelel ,..I\, 
\\'hq~ 001 
~ CO!rOll t1etnel (ACH) 3.25 
Htl'nlt ~r ·~ co.er oni 0.2a 
Nlg!ll VISIO!I gogglt mcxtdng p!Jle 020 

lOTV • ' ~grori prtQCIJr 
fltll'lOeCI S'ran Arm& P~ •ru 
EtN:!Cl!CI Side l!lall.lsile inan Mt 
• l:!I Side PIR carntr 

11&19E6 

7.&G-1' .20 

7.60 

(Uniform} 
+!PPEI 

12.4 lbs 
63.03 to 77.60 lbs• 

(Fighting Load) 75.43 to 90.00 lbs• 

a Soldier Load· <24 hour Sustainment Load 

Sustainment Load Carried in Assault Pack 
Muill Pa:s ., '01'1 PICl 
2QT Cl"llttl1 w.'OMr l!IO Sltlg -*' 
Liner POrOo 
Pollen) 

lrlil!Md run 1:11 lb;I 
1!1111MO Rain &:ID ~ 
~Galler 
l.'01 "91J 'lbEll 1 u (1.!ICWM lg) 
u:iotr&nll1 mo~re • ICll:lg i 1 u 
SOdt5 a 1 pr 
1!1111Md Cbll'lg IOI 
Fl!Xl CU::. (' 1119! per IOldltf) 
~(2ptf) 
Wllfr ~ mltlS 
enc FaotPal!ll 
VS17 Prltl (1."lliU) 

Uniform 
PPE 

+ <24 Hr Susta ment Load 

&2 
'-15 
1.1' 
105 
t7 
t7 
1 
1.5 
0.35 
02 
u 
00& 
00& 
002 
002 
OJ 

19.0 lbs I 

12 4 
63 03 to 77 60 

19 0 
Approach IAarch Load 94.43 to 109 0 lbs 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 
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\ 

Field Art1Lle 

a Task 21: TransferAmm>withan M992 CarrierAnvnunitionTracked(CAT) 
138 
~~-==--~= 

Task: Trans fer Ammunition with an r.1992 Carrier 
Ammunition Tracked (CAT); Three Soldier Task 

•ASold1er hfts and carries a round weighing 1 OS lbs a 
distance of 3 m to the CAT and hands to Soldier in CAT 

•Soldier in CAT takes round and loads in the bustle 
rack 

•Athird Soldier w ill maintain security over watch at all 
times. 

Conditions: 
• Wearing mission specific equipment 
• Given a 1.1992 CAT and 90 x r.1795 I M107 HE 
Rounds 3 meters from CAT 

Standard: 
• 90 Rounds loaded onto CAT in 45 minutes 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your 
MOS to meet this standard? 
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~ Task 22: Emplace a 155mmHowitzerl Lift Wheel ArmAsserrbly 
-i:t 138 

Task: lift Wheel Arm Assembly; 
Two Soldier Task ' 

Condition: Wearing I Carrying 83 
lbs Fighting Load and given a 
155mm Howitzer 

Standard: 
• Lift a 155mm Howitzer Lift 
Wheel Arm Assembly weighing 
135 lbs (67.5 lbs/Soldier) from 
ground to emplacement position 
as quickly as possible 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 of: 21 Jun 1s 

~ Task 23: Displace a 155mm Howitzer/ Recover Spade Trail Armand Blade 
1D" 138 

Task: Recover Spade Trail Arm 
and Blade; Two Soldier Task 

Condition: 
• Wearing an 83 lb Fighting Load 
• Given a 155mm Howitzer 

Standard: 
• Lift a 155mm Howitzer Spade 
Trail Arm and Blade weighing 
204 lbs (102 lbs/Soldier) to 
displacement position as quickly 
as possible 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 Of: 21 Jun IS 
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13F Fire Support Focus Group 

Development of Military Occupational 
Specialty Physical Employment Standards 

Purpose: Develop physical perfonnance 
standards forthe 13F MOS 

II of: 21 Jun IS 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 

US Army Research Institute of Environmental 
Medicine (USARIEM), Natick, MA 

Consent Form 

Statement of Consent 
I b.\\~ 1.-...i IM coolcuh ofllu• coo....,1 fonu Nid b.l'~ lurmcd 10 rt... \<"tbal ..-<pLin.ll1C111 !"'"<!I Ii) 
the m\nlti:>loc :0-1~ "(llnlt•lm hl\< bt.:11 Nl\\\ttC'<l lo m~ ull\f.a..'1100 I inw nt) coo ... 1110 W.• 
put 111 lbl\ "11<1) '>1pnm~ tlu• coo'<l\I docunKal ~ OOl llJ\~ tip~» of m) l"lt.ll n~• occ 
J.....-. 111d.-.t~ rbt t1J\nl•1t-'""' m•lllUllOU <'I """'\('(' 6CtU rbnr 1n~'OU\1b1liht-> 

lntli.il 11 .... 

[ 1 gren1 ptnTbUICn to t>e 'fide() recctde<I ~ iM f~ group 

OR here: 

ffVMt ~saon toii'iVe OHL Y fTf'f VOICe recctde<I CM1ng llllS 

~-

................ 
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& Demographic Data Form 

Subject ID (on name card) 
Age 
Rank 
Race (select one) 

•African American 
•White 
•Hispanic 
•Asian 
•Other 

u or: 21 Jun IS 

& Rules of Engagement: 

•Everything said here will be confidential 

•We would like EVERYONE to participate 

•If we run out of time or you think of something 
you didn't say, write it down. 

•Session will last 2.5 hours with a 15 min break 

u or: 21 Jun IS 
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Unifonn 12 . .4 lbs 
ea= 5.0CI 
ACU 320 
1.1111:1 1001 0.50 
iupr een a.so 
Pmlei 0&9 

~·~ 0'3 
II)~ Q.Ja 
~r&nllt 0.35 
GIMS 025 

1Ulbs l 

Load 
eie P1tl 025 
~ 025 
Drl'A1'1S 020 
SOCll5 020 
wn&1 \W!:fl Q 19 
Ear Pk.gS 0.13 
~ 001 
tI>Clrd 001 

Personal Protective Equipment and Weapon (PPE) 63.03 to 77.60 lbs• 
100 az H/(!QllOll &"jS1t:ll ( \Vl!'I Wiit!') 7.10 
Fl;!ll'lg t.oaa earner 1.25 
30 IOlnl ~ pouctl (3 I 025) 0 75 
wr.:I g!l!'llClf poixtl (2}Wl:I (2) 1167 
F~ GrtraOK 1.86 
Ln.r:l: ~ '&'QSf 0.27 
tncl11'4Jal Flm AIO Kft (l'FAK) 1.03 
t.ug ll;ftl !IJinllgll w.'2 ea AA 11ar1 02& 
t'lllmQ &l!J!al DeJOO!I, Pt1CENIX 
• 'SCltJ 070 
& UIS:l:Krft£1DCrl Pa0s 079 
\1151.111U-iglqge T,_lltlr caro o 01 
Clslal?/ FMOl!r Rep:IJ\f 
\\'hU s:ale!l1d Q 01 
Mircecl ~ Htrnrl (ACH) 325 
Hen.!! CQ.er W.~ CMI DillCI 023 
!1.'91Vlilol1 gogglel!W0'9 plllt 020 

eimsti: P!O:talO:I ~IH l,ESS) o 15 
IM Cimini! w.'t.l!IJ IODd ~ 7.50 

1116&- cco., Dar/ Q 71 
3 polnl &ltlg 0.30 
Baal-Up llO:I Slg'I 0.32 
IA-& RAS & PllCI Plml Gfll) 1.55 
556lml IAJglll'll! wlln 30 nxtlOI t»1 {6 U ) 6 &2 
&!It Fiie 19"2., 1112t/ 0 SO 
AliO-tC • 'Dr.lltl'IK Q~ 

IOTV • ' neai.'grol'I pro=t=r 11.69-19.ti6 
~ 5.'11111 Amil Pto»::O.e 
l!alU 7~1&20 

E~ Side Slilli:IC -n 5" 
Wlln Side PD earner 7.60 

(Uniform) 12.4 lbs 
+ !PPEl 63.03 ton .60 lbs• 

(Fighting Load) 75.43 to 90.00 lbs'" 

.fl. Soldier Load· <24 hour Sustainment Load 

Sustainment Load Carried in Assault Pack 
Ala.Ill PJCll w.r Wlllli1 PD 
20T trlltt!1 .,co,er ana s1r.ig '&'dler 
l titr Pol'IClla 
l'OnCl'IO 
l!l\?!1'A(I RJln 51111 ~ 
lmp!IMO Rain &ul! 8cllXrll 
Ntdl ~lier 
"1ul !Wat lll EJI 1 eJ (1.500 6a lg) 
Ui'lder&.'l!R molent wleatlg I 1 U 
SoalS 1 1 pr 
l!rclrMC CIOllng IOI 
Fl!ll oms (& lif!11! per soll!ler) 
~(2ptf) 
Wlltf~mll!!i 
~ FDPJl!I 
VSl7 Panel ("'11111) 

Un•form 
PPE 

+ <24 Hr Susta1nmen1 LoM 

'2 
&15 
1.1& 
1.0S 
17 
17 
1 
1.5 
0.35 
02 
u 
QC& 
QC& 
002 
002 
03 

19.o 1bs I 

12.4 
63 03 to 7760 

19.0 

Approach March Load 94 43 to 109 O lbs 

IS ot: 21 JUA IS 
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\ 

Field Art1Lle 

Task 26: Prepare an M1200 Anmred Knight Vehicle For Operation 
13F 

Task: Install and Uninstall the Fire 
Support Sensor System (FS3); Three 
Soldier Task 

•Lift and carry the FS3 weighing 120 
lbs (60 lbs/Soldier) a distance of 3 m to 
the 1.11200, lift onto the top of vehicle 
(2m height) and install into rack 

Condition: 
•Wearing an 83 lb Fighting Load 
•Gtven an 1.11200 Armored Knight 
Vehicle and an FS3 located 3 meters 
from the Vehicle 

Standard: As quickly as possible 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

II or: 21 J 111t IS 
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190 Cavalry Scout Focus Group 

Development of Military Occupational 
Specialty Physical Employment Standards 

Purpose: Develop physical perfonnance 
standards forthe 19D MOS 

11 of: 21 Jun IS 

US Army Research Institute of Environmental 
Medicine (U SARIEM), Natick, MA 

Consent Form 

Statement of Consent 
I b.1w r....t rM COOIC'Oh or''"' 0:..'D<CDI fonu lllld b.w.- ln!<n<d 10 !be.-\ <rbol ·~pLin.ll1•'11 !ll\C'D b) 
1bc im~1p1.ic M> '1'~'"'°' i.., .. b<-ft11111mn<J ' " m> r.>ll\C..."'11.;.n I !OW m> (()(l\C'll1 lc:> ul.• 
pctll m lbl\ "1ki) '>•JZJ>m~ rJu, coo<CDI do.:111uco1 ~ 001 11:1w up ... ,> c:>f m> lqul n?i' DOC 

.i... ..... 11 rriN~ lb< W\~l•P'"'' Ul•hlUllC'fl ('( !p.'11\("1\ 6 ...... lbni ll"\potn1bil111~ 

r lm•u.J 11... --

Li grant permlUlon to lie~ recotde<I OuMg !Ills focus gr~ [ j 
ORhoro: [ = Pf'l1"6Slon to t1a·ie ONLY rrry llOICe recoroea cblng_ tllls_· _I_.___~ 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 
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& Demographic Data Form 

Subject ID (on name card) 
Age 
Rank 
Race (select one) 

•African American 
•White 
•Hispanic 
•Asian 
•Other 

11 of: 21 Jun JS 

& Rules of Engagement: 

•Everything said here will be confidential 

•We would like EVERYONE to participate 

•lfwe run out of time or you think of something 
you didn't say, write it down. 

•Session will last 2.5 hours with a 15 min break 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 
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Uniform 12.4 lbs 
l!lOCl:s 5 00 
ACU 320 
l.tlltl IXll 0,50 
ft.99tr een o.so 
PJl:llt5 0 &9 
Pa:n>I Cap 0 '3 
ID 'Tap 038 
~'''"n o.35 
GllMI 025 

12.4 1bs I 

Load 
£~PIO 025 
~ 025 
OIWM!IS 020 
$0(,Q 020 
\W151 'M:Cll 0 19 
Ear P1o9' 0 13 
CN;ll:XX 0 01 
1D caro 001 

Personal Protective Equipment and Weapon (PPE) 63.03 to 77.60 lbs• 
100 OZ HJdrl!ICl:I i"f'1t'll ( ~ Willi') 7 10 
~LOICI callltr 125 
30 ro:ro ma~~ (3 i 025) 075 
l'U:'C g~ pt1.ICll (2) wen {2) 11167 
F~ Grtl'lldf5 Ulfi 
t.e:'UUC ~ W.'Cnl 027 
h:lltl).al FlmAIO IOI (HFAK) 1.Ga 
IAJ919'f •'tl9!G w.12 u M ll1:ll!r1 02' 
l'l!rlred &'9'1i! DOOOn Pt!OENDC 
w.'8Qr1 o 70 
BalllWC Klft.'ElllO• Pldl 0 79 
VlSllll~ T!rll\JlO! can:1 0 01 
CAuiltJ FllOtr Re;lol\1 

Wha~ 001 
AO#UCI Oo!1Clll Htl.'nfl (ACH) 325 
Htl.'nfl CIM!I -~ OMr Dr.ICI 023 
Nlg!IVl510:! goggle mDril'°'9 plJle 020 

Balllille PfOltCllO:I Go9gle5 (ESS) 0.15 
'"" carotne w.tiu1 IOldeCI mag1Z1nt 1.so 

1116&- CCO WI DZ:ltr/ 0 71 
3 polnl &Ir.lg 0.30 
ID-Up 11on Slgla 0.32 
l.W AAS & PllO P1!;101 Gr1;) 1.55 
5~ IAJglZtlt w2'I 30 !tum u:tl (6 U ) 6 '2 
Sin Fll't ~WI Da:ltr/ 0 50 
AIO-lC w.'Dr.ltllK 09:1 

lOTV WJ ntavgrol:I prt111t21r 
Erra:aa 5"nil!I All'nl pror.u,e 
lnifn& 
El'lllllCed Side l!allUC l!'lltn Ml 
wi:n Side P1D callltr 

11.69-19.EEi 

7.liG-1&20 

7JIJ 

(Uniform) 
+ !PPEl 

12.4 lbs 
63.03 to 77.60 lbs• 

(Fighting Load) 75.43 to 90.00 lbs• 

& Soldier Load - <24 hour Sustainment Load 

Sustainment Load Carried in A ssault Pack 
AlaiD PJl:lr WI 'Olll51 pa:!! 
2QT Cl!lle!I w.'COIH nl S11'9 w.>n»r 
Ltrltr Po!lc:ro 
Poncro 
~ 1Uln5UD1tl;I 
~ IUln &:ID l!lcmll 
Neca Gall!! 
I/GI Rea/ 'R:IEll 1 ea (1..s4<16a Ilg) 
l.Jn3rs.'tllt molS:ure • ldtlng i 1 u 
SOCll:5 i 1 pr 
~IMC! CIU'llng Kii 
Fl!tl Q.1111 (& large ptr &OIC!le 
Ole'nllSJ!ll (2per) 
wnr ~mll!!5 
CZm ~Pilnl 
VS17 PJ!ltl (5mill) 

Uniform 
PPE 

+ <24 Hr Sustainment load 

'2 
&.15 
1.1' 
1.05 
17 
17 
1 
1..5 
0.35 
02 
1.6 
00& 
00& 
002 
002 
03 

1s.o 1bs I 

12.4 
6303 to 77 &O 

19.0 

Approach March load 94 43 10 109 O lbs 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 
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19KArmor Crewman Focus Group 

Development of Military Occupational 
Specialty Physical Employment Standards 

Purpose: Develop physical perfonnance 
standards for the 19K MOS 

11 or: 21 Jun IS 

11 or: 21 Jun IS 

US Army Research Institute of Environmental 
Medicine (USARIEM), Natick, MA 

Consent Form 

Statement of Consent 
I b.-1\.., 1C1><l !M C<lClfnth ofllu• C..'11\C'Cll fonu and b.t,.., b•tm<d to ti... \nl>al •XpLin.\11"'1 ID'-nl b) 
rtx. 111\'nl1;:.a1cc M) ~11ocl\ bnr bca1 Jiii\"""'' '" m) ull\f.a.."1100 I 111\.., m) C'OCl\<111 r,, ul.• 
""'' ID thl\ .aid) S1punp tlu• C<lCl\Clll ~I 00.-. "'" Fl"" up 211) of m) lq:.tl n?f• DOC "'"If' 111~ .... W\~IFAl('r\. w.i11U11¢U"' """'""' 6('CU tbnt ·~-om1b1l1h~ 

l1111ul lln• 

~ grant permission to be ~ recoroea dl.tW>g llliS focus group J 
OR hero: 

ffiiM pem11$$1011 IO have ONLY fl't'/ VOICe recoroeo ounng llltS 

~· J 
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.S. Demographic Data Form 

Subject ID (on name card) 
Age 
Rank 
Race (select one) 

•African American 
•White 
•Hispanic 
•Asian 
•Other 

11 of: 21 Jun IS 

a Rules of Engagement: 

•Everything said here will be confidential 

•We would like EVERYONE to participate 

•If we run out of time or you think of something 
you didn't say, write it down. 

•Session will last 2.5 hours with a 15 min break 

11 of: 21 Jun IS 
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Uniform 12.• lbs 
eoo:. 5 00 
ACU 320 
M111:11001 0.50 
Rtggtr een o.so 
Plll:fln 0 , g 
Pr.rol Cap 0 '8 
ID'D;& 0.33 
unoemun 035 
GD.ft 025 

12.• 1bs I 

Load 
e,te PIO 025 
Ncl'.2IXXl 025 
OIJ'lltr& 0.20 
SOCll 0.20 
Wl1lt WZCtl 0 19 
Ear Pll.lg5 0 13 
~ 001 
mcaro 001 

Personal Protective Equipment and Weapon (PPE) 63.03 to 77.60 lbs• 
100 C1Z HJ(lri:lcl:'I &"~ ( \\111!1 i\'al') 7 10 
F9'09LOaO earner 125 
30~~po:JOl'I (3 l 025J 075 
l1':ld grenD ~ (2) • Ir! (2) f/'ti1 
f~:nt'o:t):'I G~ Ul6 
Lt!UllC ~ W.'QR 027 
l!lelll'O;lill fll&lAIO Kft (l:FAIC) 1.05 
fJ!a!i llgll!lmllgllw.'2 u M Dr.llr/ 02' 
t'lt"lflO &lg'lll! DO:IO:'I , PHOENIX 
w.'llnr1 070 
Bl111$1JCIO'ft'El:X711 ~ 079 
VJS.:al~ T!Tlilnlr care 001 
CIS:lil!/ feeder Rt;IOIV 
Wlt'lfSt, 5al!!rn 0 01 
A04'lceO ~ Htmtl (ACH) 325 
Htl'lll'I OIM!r &~ CIM!1 11i"12 Ola 
Nfgftl Vlilo:I goggle~ pl!!! 020 

Bltltstl; ~ Go9glt5 {ESS) 015 
IM calntle Wllilll/ IOaoea ~ 7.50 

11.115&-CCOWI DQT/ 071 
3 polnl 5ltlg 0.30 
~Up llO!I Slg!ll 0.32 
l.w RAS & f'tlO Pli10l Gr\' 1.55 
556mm l~wtn301Wl05~{6eJ) 6'2 
$:111! file llgl!IWI DQrf 0.50 
M0-'C aw:iem 0.90 

IOTV ... ~roln pl'CQQIOr 
ErNnOeCI 5'1QU Ain. PROKIM 
l!IW!rt& 
E!Tlit'leleG SIOe Bill't5lk: r-.en Mt 
wr.n sioe Plllt earner 

11.69-19E6 

7.60-1'20 

7.60 

(Uniform) 
+!PPEI 

12.4 lbs 
63.03 to 77.60 lbs• 

(Fighting Loild) 75.43 to 90.00 lbs• 

a Soldier Load· <24 hour Sustainment Load 

Sustainment LoadCanied in Assault Pack 
AU.II.Ill PiOI ... W3191 patll 
20T ~ • 'co.er illlO Sll'lg a 'Qlf1 
Liner Po1ICnO 
Poncrlo 
lrl\ll!MCI Rain s:in "RI? 
~ Ratn111n~ 
flltdl Ganer 
l~I l'WOJ 1b !JI 1 U (1.50'0.68 tg) 
~15."lln mo!Clit WICXl'lg l 1 U 
Soct5 I 1 pr 
~ CIU'ltlg Kn 
f ltxl 0;ia (' brge per so1a1tr) 
Qe11ig!I (2ptt) 
war p.irr.llZlOn b!>le:i 
crno filCt Pillnl 
VS17 PJntl {'-"1\Jll) 

Uniform 
PPE 

+ <24 Hr Sustainment Load 

'2 
'15 ,_,, 
1.05 
1 7 
17 
1 
1.5 
035 
02 
1.6 
00£ 
ocu 
002 
002 
03 

19.0 lb.!J 

12.4 
63.03 to 77 .60 

19.0 

Approach March L~ 94 43 to 109 O lbs 

n Of: 21 Jun IS 
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~ Task 17: Mount M2 .50 Cal Machine Gun Receiver on an Abrams Tank 
1l:ft 19K 

Task: Mount 1.12 .SO Cal Machine 
Gun Receiver on an Abrams Tank 

• Lift the Receiver weighing 56 lbs 
from the ground to the hull (height 
1.2 m) of an Abrams tank. 

• Whde on top of hull, lift and cany 
the receiver to the turret (height 
1.2 m) of the tank and install 

Condition: 
• Wearing task specific equipment 
weighing 30-44 lbs 
• Given an Abrams Tank and an 
f.12 .50 Caliber Machine Gun 
Receiver 

Standard: 
•As quickly as possible 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 Of: 21 Jun ts 
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~ Task 18: Stow Anvnunitionon an Abrams Tank(Variation 2) 
~19K . 

Task: r.love120mm MPAT RoundsfromAmmo 
Point to rank, Three Soldier Task 

•Soldier on ground will lift and carry the 120mm 
MPAT tank round weighing SS lbs a distance of Sm 
and hand it to Soldier on hun 

• Soldier on hull receives the round, carries it O.Sm 
and hands it to Soldier in the turret 

• Soldier in the turret receives the round and loads it 
in the internal ready rack. 

Condition: 
•Wearing a 71 lb Fighting Load (no weapon) 
•Given an Abrams Tank and 36 120mm f.IPAT 
Rounds S meters from Abrams Tank 

Standard: 
• Load 36 r.IPAT Rounds fromAmmo Point to Ready 
Rack in 20 minutes 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

II Of: 21 Jun IS 

~ Task 19: Loadthe 120mnMainGun 
~19K 

Task: Load the 120mm Main Gun 

•Lift the 120mm MPAT round 
weighing 55 lbs from the ready 
rack (1 m), Rotate round and 
load into breach. 

Condition: 
•Wearing 30-44 lbs of task 
specific equipment 
·Given 5 120mm MPAT rounds, 
M1 Abrams Tank 

Standard: 
~~~...a;ii!it.:;.:.:E!:::sl.:.;;;.;.~:.-~~~Q!~~I • Successfully load 5 120mm 

MPAT Rounds in 35 seconds: one 
round every 7 seconds 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 of: 21 Jun IS 
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~ Task 20: Remove a Casualty from an Abrams Tank(Mounted) 
..;::r- 19K 

Task: 3 Soldier Task ; Remove a 
Casualty from an Abrams Tank 

Condition: 
•Wearing a 30-44 lb Fighting Load 
•Given a casualty(-218-2321bs; 
-75 lbs/Soldier) and an Abrams 
Tank 

Standard: 
• With one Soldier inside and two 
Soldiers on top of tank, pull the 
casualtythrough the Gunner's or 
Commander's Hatch (1 .Sm height) 
as quickly as possible. 

Is it reasonable to expect a Soldier in your MOS to meet this standard? 

11 or: 21 Jun tJ 
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Appendix D. TRADOC Procedures for Determining the Critical Physically Demanding 
Tasks of MOSs Infantry (11 B, 11 C), Combat Engineer (128), Field Artillery (138, 13F) 
and Armor (19D, 19K) MOSs 

A physical job analysis was conducted to identify the physically demanding 

critical tasks for each of the seven Combat Arms MOSs. TRADOC tasked each of the 

proponent schools (Infantry, Field Artillery, Armor and Combat Engineer) to develop a 

list of critical physically demanding tasks and detailed standards of performance. The 

methodology was guided by a Scientific Review Panel. Each of the schools created a 

Senior Personnel Working Group to accomplish this task. The Senior Personnel 

Working Group included the TRADOC Branch Commandants, Command Sergeants 

Major and other selected subject matter experts (SMEs). The members were required 

to have worked in the proponent office for at least 12 months, served as an Officer, 

Warrant Officer or Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) in the career management field for 

at least 24 months within the past 12 months and have been deployed within the past 

24 to 36 months. The process was initiated using the instructions in Department of the 

Army Pamphlet 611-21. The current physical demands and DA Form 5643 Physical 

Demands Analysis Worksheet (see below) were used as a starting point to define the 

essential tasks. The concept was to update the existing physical demands based on 

lessons learned from a decade of conflict. The experts examined the information in the 

Military Pamphlet, identified the tasks represented therein, determined if the list was 

current and complete, and created specific standards for each of the tasks. This was an 

iterative process with oversight by TRADOC as well as experienced senior leaders in 

each career field. 
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The next step was to determine if adjustme_nts were needed to the physical 

demands of each task based on data from the Center for Army Lessons Learned, After 

Action Reports (AARs) from recently deployed Brigade Combat Teams, as well as 

interviews with recently deployed Battalion and Company level leadership and Soldiers. 

These experts were asked to provide information regarding whether a task was deemed 

critical, how often a task was performed and any additional quantifiable information. 

The list of tasks and standards was peer-reviewed by selected Non-TRADOC Battalion 

Commanders, Command Sergeants Major and NCOs in each MOS. All of the members 

of this Branch Peer Review Panel had been deployed, and many had been recently 

deployed. The final product included the task list, standards and supporting justification 

for changes to include DA Form 5643 with changes noted. The final list of tasks and 

standards from each proponent school were approved by the TRADOC Commanding 

General (GEN Robert W . Cone), as well as the TRADOC Command Sergeant Major 

(CSM Daniel A. Daily). The list was then forwarded for review and approval to the 

Sergeant Major of the Army Board of Directors. Upon approval of the tasks and 

standards, GEN Cone requested they be verified in the field. The definition of 

verification was that 90% of a randomly selected population of Soldiers in each MOS 

should be able to successfully complete the tasks to standard. 
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PHYSICAL DEMANDS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET I PAGE Ol' PAGE3 
.?oruse<Jf thls rnrm.>R 611·1; the proponent agency Is OCBPER 

11.!03 ICPAl' I DATE COMPLETED (YYllMDC>} 

SECTlON I -DIJTIE$ 

SECTION 1-TASKSUMMARY 

SECTION II - CRmCAL TASK ELEMENT SECTION rt/ -CfimCAL PERJ'Ota.IAJlCE MEASURE 

SECTIOfil V - ANALYSIS 

rACTOR WEIGHTI HORIZ- VERTICAL WORJC RATEIPERFOR~IANCE 1.103 FREQ 
LO.l\D Dl3TANCE DBTANCE BTA'ICARD I . • . d . NP 0 F c 

1. 

LIFT.\ .. O'HER 

z. 
CARRY 

3. 

PUaH 

4. 

PULL 

5. 

LOJ\O EIEAR 

6 

'l\'ALK.'l.IAACH 

7. 

CLllAEJOE3CEND 

8. 

RUNiRU3H 

9 

SW IPA/DIVE 

10. 

DIG 

11 

CF!AWL 

1~. 

THROW 

DA FORM 56.43-R, JUN 19B7 
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i"ACTOR WEIGHT I HORIZ- VERTIC/11. 'NORK RATEil'ERFOR.~IANCE UOBl'REQ 
1...0.'IO C>IBT/\NCE OIST/lllCE BT.RIC>AAO I . • . • . 

NP 0 F c 

13. 

HANOlE 

14 

FINGER 

15 

HMAUERIPOUNC> 

15. 

BIT 

17 

RECLNE 

18 

REllCH 

19. 

8TllND 

20. 

STOOP 

::1 

ltNEEI... 

~-

~ 

CROUCH 

SECTION VI - EXPLAHATlCltlOOMMEHT -PHYSICAL DBilAM> FACTORS 

SECTlON \.IU- IDWV!tlCAL DEMANDS RAmGI FOR USE BY APPR0\1111G AllTliORITY 

01...Gff Oueo1uu o~IOO. HEA~'Y DHEA~'Y OVERY HEAVY 

~rra.w AA.1' ""'GI'">.: tM:r."'llt.CJIOH: IOIT C'OlllFU: l'lCIY OP' WDiJU::SHte': AM! CONJ Alli'~ IN 'WOIN!N IH rte AIN'Y POUrr Ha?~. c:x::~ C.t 17 NOV m . 

REVERSE OF DA Forw ~JUN 1N7 
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